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On the thickness of the skin layer for screening of the
leptonic charge of a body

B. V. Martemyanov
Institute of Theoretical & Experimental Physics, 117259 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 15 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 8, 513–514~25 October 1997!

The problem of the skin layer for the screening of the leptonic charge
of a body by condensed bosons is considered. ©1997 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00120-5#

PACS numbers: 03.75.Fi, 72.30.1q

The authors of Refs. 1–3 have considered the possible existence of a leptonic~elec-
tronic! photon for a range of values of the leptonic charge. They discussed the poss
that light stable scalar bosons, unlike fermions~antineutrinos!, may neutralize the elec
tron repulsion in condensed bodies. For this purpose in Ref. 3 the problem of the
layer for bosons was compared with that for fermions. According to Ref. 3 the thick
of the skin is of the order of the Compton wavelength of the boson. We will argue
this statement cannot be correct in all cases. In fact, this thickness should depend
leptonic coupling constant (a l) , the electron density (n) in the condensed body, and th
mass (m) of the boson in a combination which we are going to discuss in this pape

Following Ref. 3, let us consider condensed bosons near the surface of a solid
They are described by the fieldF. This field,F5e2 iEtf, and the leptostatic potentialA0

are solutions of the field equations

~E1gA0!2f1¹2f5m2f, ~1!

2¹2A05gn2g2~E1gA0!f2. ~2!

Hereg5A4pa l , andE is the lowest energy of the bosons. LetA050 inside the body, so
thatA0 outside the body will represent the jump of the potential across the skin laye
what follows we will consider two cases: nonrelativistic and relativistic approximat
for Eqs. ~1! and ~2!. As we will see, the approximation depends on the value of
dimensionless parameterg5(a ln/m3)1/3.

First, let us consider the case whengA0!m, E5m1dE, dE!m ~nonrelativistic
approximation!. Then we get from Eq.~1!

dEf'S 2
¹2

2m
2gA0Df ~3!

and from Eq.~2!

2¹2A0'gn2g2mf2. ~4!
547 5470021-3640/97/080547-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Using only dimensional considerations we can determine from the above equatio
dependence of the thickness of the transition regiond and the jump of the potentia
energy of the bosongA0 on the parameters of the model:

d;~a lnm!21/4, gA0;~a ln/m!1/2. ~5!

Our approximationgA0 /m!1 means thatg5(a ln/m3)1/3!1. Then, 1/md;(a ln/m3)1/4

andd@1/m, contrary to Ref. 3.

Second, let us consider the casem→0 (m!(a ln)1/3,g@1). Neglectingm in Eqs.
~1! and ~2! we get the following formulas ford and gA0 ~we do not consider here th
problem of whether the solution exists; in one special case4 the solution has been foun
numerically!:

d;~a ln!21/3!1/m, gA0;~a ln!1/3. ~6!

Looking at the expressions~5!, ~6! for d in two limiting cases, we see tha
d;g1/4(a ln)21/3 ~nonrelativistic case,g!1), and therefored;(a ln)21/3 ~relativistic
case! is the largest possible value of the thickness of the skin layer for allm. Let us
compare it with the critical size of the grain in the case of unscreened elect
r c;a/a l

1/2n1/3 ~Ref. 3!:

d/r c;a l
1/6/a. ~7!

We see that fora l,10212 one hasd,r c , and the skin layer is stable against the ‘‘pe
ing’’ process.3

In conclusion, using only dimensional arguments we have estimated the thickn
the skin layer of a leptonically charged body screened by hypothetical light boso
seems reasonable that the thickness of the skin layer is smaller than (a ln)21/3 and that
‘‘peeling’’ of the surface of the body does not occur fora l,10212. It is clear that the
problem needs further investigation from the standpoint of the existence of solutio
Eqs.~1! and ~2!.

The author acknowledges some stimulating discussions with L. B. Okun and cr
remarks by M. B. Voloshin.

1L. B. Okun, ‘‘A remark on leptonic photons’’@in Russian#, manuscript presented at the ITEP theoretic
seminar, June 1972.

2A. K. Ciftci, S. Sultansoy and S. Turkoz, Phys. Lett. B355, 494 ~1995!.
3S. I. Blinnikov, A. D. Dolgov, L. B. Okun and M. B. Voloshin, Nucl. Phys. B458, 52 ~1996!.
4J. E. Mandula, Phys. Lett. B69, 495 ~1977!.

Published in English in the original Russian journal. Edited by Steve Torstveit.
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Circular electrodichroism of light in isotropic optically
active media

N. I. Koroteev
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 9 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 8, 515–520~25 October 1997!

Circular electrodichroism is predicted in liquids and gases containing
unequal concentrations of mirror stereoisomers of chiral molecules. A
longitudinal ~quasi!static electric field increases absorption for a light
wave circularly polarized in one direction and decreases the absorption
for a wave circularly polarized in the opposite direction. The corre-
sponding nonlinear susceptibility is proportional to the decay constants
of the excited states and is absent in a nondissipative medium. Esti-
mates of the magnitude of the effect are presented and show that it may
well be observable experimentally. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00220-X#

PACS numbers: 33.55.Ad, 78.20.Jq

1. This letter discusses a new electrooptic effect in isotropic, optically active liq
and gases belonging to the limiting symmetry class``, i.e., liquids and gases consistin
of freely rotating chiral~mirror dissymmetric! molecules or their nonracemic mixture
The effect consists of the fact that within the light absorption bands on electric-d
transitions of the chiral molecules under study a~quasi!static electric field can give rise to
additional absorption~or differential amplification! for light waves with left~right! cir-
cular polarization. The electrostatically induced additional absorption/differential am
fication coefficient for each of two circularly polarized components of a light wav
related linearly with the intensity of the applied electric field and changes sign w
change in both the direction of the field and the sign of the circular polarization o
light wave. The sign of the electrooptic effect under discussion likewise changes
each enantiomer of the constituent chiral molecules of the experimental medium
placed by its ‘‘mirror antipode.’’ For this reason, the effect does not occur in race
mixtures of chiral molecules or in optically inactive liquids and gases. Thus it is chi
specific and can be used as a basis for a new method of spectroscopy of m
asymmetric molecules in solutions, of which biological macromolecules are a very
portant class.1

2. The new electrooptic effect in optically active liquids and gases is appropria
termed circular electrodichroism~CED! by analogy to ordinary circular dichroism~the
difference arising between the absorption coefficients for light with right/left circ
polarization as a result of the natural optical activity of the chiral molecules!. Circular
electrodichroism supplements the electrical analog of the Faraday effect, previous
cussed theoretically,2 in the presence of electrical conductivity, or the linear electroo
effect3 in the presence of absorption in such media, in which an additional~besides the
549 5490021-3640/97/080549-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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standard rotation due to the natural optical activity! rotation of the plane of polarization
of the light arises which is proportional to the intensity of the static electric field app
to the medium. Circular electrodichroism has until now been absent from amon
nonlinear optical effects in chiral liquids and gases which have been observed e
mentally or discussed in the literature~generation of sum and difference frequenc
accompanying an electric-dipole interaction in the bulk of a medium,4–6 optical
rectification,3,6,7 generation of the second optical harmonic,8,9 generation of the sum an
difference frequencies10,11on reflection from an interface, and effects which are of fou
order in the field5,6,12,13!.

3. Let us consider the geometry of an experiment on the detection of CED~Fig. 1!.
The geometry is close to that proposed previously for observing a linear electro
effect in chiral liquids and gases possessing electrical conductivity2 or near absorption
bands.3,6 Let us expand an elliptically polarized monochromatic plane light wave, in
duced from the outside into the experimental optically active isotropic medium, in t
of the characteristic modes of this medium — circularly polarized plane waves:

E~ t,z!5
1

2
E~v,z!e2 ivt1c.c.5

1

2
~E1e1eik1z1E2e2eik2z!e2 ivt1c.c., ~1!

wheree65 1/A2 (ex6 iey) are the unit right~1! and left (2) circular polarization vec-
tors,

k65
v

c
n6~v! ~2!

are the wave numbers of the corresponding characteristic modes, andn6(v) are the

FIG. 1. Arrangement of an experiment proposed for observing circular electrodichroism. A plane circ
polarized light wave with right or left circular polarization is introduced into a chiral isotropic medium
direction along an electrostatic field applied to the medium. To detect the CED, a quarter-wave plate (l/4) and
a polarization analyzerA are inserted into the beam. Detection is performed with a photodetector PD.
550 550JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 N. I. Koroteev
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linear refractive indices~in the general case, complex numbers!. A similar representation
is also valid for a wave of nonlinear polarization engendered by the interaction of
trostatic and optical fields in the medium

P~ t,z!5
1

2
P~v,z!e2 ivt1c.c.5

1

2
~P1e1eik1z1P2e2eik2z!e2 ivt1c.c. ~3!

The optimal orientation of the static field for manifestation of dichroic electroabsorp
is along thez axis ~see Fig.1!

E~0!5E0ez . ~4!

In accordance with expression~13! from Ref. 6

P~v,z!5x~v!@E~v,z!3E~0!#, ~5!

where

x~v!5x~v;v,0!1x* ~2v;2v,0!, ~6!

x~v;v,0!5
1

6
$xxyz

~2! ~v;v,0!1xyzx
~2! ~v;v,0!1xzxy

~2! ~v;v,0!2xxzy
~2! ~v;v,0!2xzyx

~2!

3~v;v,0!2xyxz
~2! ~v;v,0!% ~6a!

is a pseudoscalar, which is the only nonzero invariant of the quadratic nonlinear su
tibility tensor x i jk

(2)(v;v,0) of the chiral medium.

From Eqs.~1!, ~3!, and~5! we obtain

P656 ix~v!E6E0 . ~7!

Hence it is obvious that in the presence of a longitudinal electric field the characte
modes of the medium remain circularly polarized electromagnetic waves. The non
polarization~3! and~7! gives an addition to the permittivity of the medium at the optic
frequencyv:

e6~v,E0!5e6
0 ~v!6 i4px~v!E0 , ~8!

wheree6
0 (v) are the permittivities of the medium for light waves with right/left circul

polarizations in the absence of an electrostatic field, and correspondingly an addit
the complex refractive index

n6~v,E0!5Ae6~v,E0!'n6~v!6 i
2p

n0
x~v!E0 ; ~9!

(we assume thatu (2p/n0) x(v)E0u!1 andn05 1
2(n1(v)1n2(v))). Hence and from

Eq. ~2! one can see that the wave numbers of both characteristic circularly pola
modes of the light field change in the presence of an electrostatic field and be
complex quantities proportional to the intensity of this field

k6~E0!5k66Dk~E0!, ~10!
551 551JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 N. I. Koroteev
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Dk~E0!5 i
2pv

n0c
x~v!E0[

vn0

c2
Dc1 iDa, ~11!

where

Dc[
1

2
~c1~E0!2c2~E0!!'

2pc

n0
3

E0 Im x ~12!

is the change in the phase velocity and

Da[
1

2
~a1~v,E0!2a2~v,E0!!'

2pv

n0c
E0 Re x ~13!

is the change in the absorption coefficient for the corresponding circular compone
the light field ~1!; Re x and Imx are, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of
pseudoscalar~6!: x(v)5Re x1 i Im x.

Obviously, the quantityDc is responsible for the static-field-induced rotation of t
major axis of the polarization ellipse of the light wave, i.e., for the electric analog o
Faraday effect2 or the linear electrooptic effect.3,6 The quantityDa describes circular
electrodichroism, which in the present case manifests as a change in the ellipticity
light wave.

The nontrivial nature of expressions~12! and ~13! lies in the fact that here the
imaginary part of the nonlinear susceptibility is responsible for the phase change
light wave and the real part is responsible for the change in the absorption/amplific
of the light wave, while in ordinary nonlinear optics the real and imaginary parts o
nonlinear susceptibilities play directly opposite roles.14,15

In CED the presence of a nonzero real part inx(v) has the effect that the absorptio
coefficient of one of the circularly polarized components of the light field increases
the absorption for the other component correspondingly decreases~as indicated by the6
signs in Eq.~10!!.

Theoretically it can be expected that for a sufficiently high value ofE0,

E0.E0,th'
n0a~v!l

4p2uRex~v!u
, ~14!

the amplification for the latter circularly polarized component of the light field w
exceed the losses, so that by introducing feedback it will be possible to realize a
metric generator of circularly polarized light excited by a static electric field. Of cou
this is possible only when the threshold intensity~14! is, first, lower than the threshold o
dielectric breakdown of the chiral medium and, second, high enough so that term
higher order inE0 would change the linear electric-field dependence of the CED.

It should be noted that the CED is also possible in class 432 cubic crystals, w
quadratic optical susceptibility tensor has the same form as in chiral liquids and gas4,16

4. A quantum-mechanical expression for the pseudoscalarx(v) can be obtained
from the standard perturbation-theory formula17 for the tensorx i jk

(2)(v;v1 ,6v2) describ-
552 552JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 N. I. Koroteev
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ing the summation and subtraction of the optical frequenciesv1 andv2, one frequency
~for example,v2) being made to approach zero and averaging the corresponding ex
sion over the arbitrary orientations of the chiral molecules:

x~v!524iv
NL3

3 (
g,k, j

F Gkg~12v2/vkg
2 !2G jg~12v2/v jg

2 !

~ṽkg2v!~ṽ jg2v!~ṽkg* 1v!~v jg* 1v!

1
1

2
K8

ṽkg1ṽ jg*

~ṽ jg* 1v!~ṽkg2v!ṽ jg* ṽkg

2
1

2
K8*

ṽkg* 1ṽ jg

~ṽ jg2v!~ṽkg* 1v!ṽ jgṽkg*
G

3~Rgk•@Rk j3Rjg# !. ~15!

In the derivation of this formula, only terms linear inG jg andGkg were retained in the
numerator of the first term in the summation, and the terms of second and higher or
these quantities were dropped.

Hereg and j , k enumerate, respectively, the ground and excited electronic stat
the chiral molecules, whose volume density isN. In the case when the medium und
study consists of a nonracemic mixture of mirror enantiomers of chiral molecules
densitiesN1 andN2, N5N12N2 , L'(n211)/3 is a correction factor for the local field
ṽ jg5v jg2 iG jg ~and so on! are the complex frequencies of theg2 j transitions~and so
on!, G jg and so on are damping constants, andRg j and so on are the dipole moments
the corresponding transitions~in the calculation, the latter were assumed to be real qu
tities!. The factorK8 is different zero only in the case of nonradiational broadening of
excited states:17

K85~Gk j2Gkg2Gg j!/~ṽk j2v!. ~16!

As one can see from Eq.~15!, the susceptibilityx(v) is different from zero only when
the excited levels decay. Therefore this susceptibility is absent in nondissipative sys
This is in agreement with the phenomenological analysis of the electrooptic effe
chiral liquids and gases on the basis of the symmetry of the Onsager kinetic coeffi
and the Kleinman rules.2,6

The mixed vector product of the dipole transition moments in Eq.~15! is different
from zero only when all three vectors are noncollinear and noncoplanar. Therefor
rules for combining actual excited states making a nonzero contribution to the sus
bility x(v) are different from the selection rules for purely electric- and magnetic-dip
transitions in linear optical spectra. Hence it may be concluded that the circular ele
ichroism spectra will be different from both the ordinary linear absorption spectra an
linear circular dichroism spectra. The CED spectra should thereby yield additional
troscopic information about the structure of the excited states and ultimately the stru
and conformation of chiral molecules, which is especially important for molec
biology.1

Near a resonance of an optical frequencyv with an isolated level in a chiral mol
ecule ~for example,vkg : v5vkg1DkgGkg , whereDkg[(v2vkg)/Gkg,1) the elect-
rodichroism line is almost Lorentzian:
553 553JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 N. I. Koroteev
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v,

,

Re$xRkg~Dkg!%'2
1

11Dkg
2

4

3
NL3H Gkg

vkg
Dkg(

j Þk

1

v jg
2 2vkg

2
1

1

2Gkg
(
j Þk

G jg

v jg
2 J

3~Rgk•@Rk j3Rjg# ! ~17!

~here the terms;K8, K8* from Eq. ~15! have been neglected!.

Of course, it is virtually impossible to estimate from Eqs.~15! and ~17! x(v) for
real molecules with a complicated spectrum. However, such an estimate can be ob
from the results of measurements of the preresonance susceptibilityx (2)(v;v1 ,v2) in
saturated solutions of chiral arabinose15,18 and a-cyclodextrin5 molecules and it can be
assumed thatx (2) changes very little asv2→0. In this case, the equation~13! gives for
the electrodichroism coefficientDa'0.02 cm21 for arabinose and 0.08 cm21 for
a-cyclodextrin withE0530 kV/cm andl50.3 mm, n0'1.5. These values ofDa are
adequate for reliable experimental detection of the effect.

5. In summary, this letter points to the existence of a new, as yet experimen
undetected, electrooptic effect in liquids and gases consisting of nonracemic mixtu
chiral molecules — circular electrodichroism. In contrast to the standard circular dic
ism, CED is linearly related with the intensity of the longitudinal electrostatic field
changes sign when the direction of the field is reversed. This makes it possible t
modulation spectroscopy and synchronous detection to detect this effect experime
The CED effect is also linear in the amplitude of the optical field and does not requir
use of laser radiation. At the present time, experiments on the observation of this
are being conducted in our laboratory.

I am grateful to A. Yu. Chikishev, N. N. Brandt, A. P. Shkurinov, V. A. Makaro
K. M. Drabovich, and T. M. Il’inova for some stimulating discussions.
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Powerful thermonuclear neutron source based on laser
excitation of hydrothermal dissipation in a volume-
structured medium

S. Yu. Gus’kov and V. B. Rozanov
P. N. Levedev Physical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

N. V. Zmitrenko
Institute of Mathematical Modeling, Russian Academy of Sciences, 125047 Moscow,
Russia

~Submitted 30 July 1997; resubmitted 24 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 8, 521–526~25 October 1997!

An efficient method is proposed for generating thermonuclear neutrons
by irradiating with a laser pulse a volume-structured material of sub-
critical density, consisting of a series of thin layers of condensed matter
separated by interlayers of low-density matter~or a vacuum gap!. The
plasma ions are heated up to thermonuclear temperatures much higher
than the electron temperature by hydrothermal dissipation of the energy
of the laser radiation, as a wave of thermal explosions of the layers
propagates along the laser beam axis, followed by collisions of plasma
counterflows with conversion of the kinetic energy into thermal energy
of ions. Different variants of the targets and experimental conditions
are discussed in order to demonstrate the proposed method of neutron
generation. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00320-4#

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm, 52.55.Pi

1. The ions in a plasma irradiated with a laser pulse can be heated as a res
relaxational or dissipative processes in which energy is transferred from electrons,
absorb the laser radiation, to ions. In addition, if electron–ion relaxation results in he
of the ions up to the electron temperature, then hydrothermal dissipation, in whic
thermal energy of the plasma is converted first into the energy of hydrodynamic m
of the matter and then into the thermal energy of ions, can result in the formation
plasma with ion temperature much higher than the electron temperature,Ti@Te .

In the present letter, we propose a method, based on laser excitation of hydroth
dissipation in a volume-structured material, for producing long-lived nonequilibr
plasma, in which the ionic component is predominantly heated, as a source of pow
neutron radiation.1 Such matter with a regular or stochastic structure consists of s
particles separated by a low-density matter or vacuum gaps. The average density
medium must be equal to or less than the critical plasma density corresponding to p
resonance for the laser radiation employed and the particles must be small eno
satisfy the condition of a thermal explosion when they are heated by the laser puls
shall term such a medium an ‘‘antireflective dissipative medium’’~ARDM!.
555 5550021-3640/97/080555-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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In the present letter, we examine a variant of an ARDM with a regular arrange
of layers of a solid material which have the same thickness, contain a thermonuclea
and are equally spaced by vacuum gaps.

As a result of a thermal explosion, plasma energy is converted into the ener
directed motion of the ions. After the layer is unloaded to a critical density the l
radiation passing through the medium gives rise to a thermal explosion of the next
When the oppositely moving plasma fluxes from adjoining layers collide, the kin
energy is converted into the thermal energy of the ions. The propagation depth of s
wave in the ARDM equals the inverse-bremsstrahlung radiation absorption length
subcritical plasma formed.

As a result of the large difference of the ion and electron masses, the ion the
ization timet i i due to ion–ion collisions is much shorter than the electron–ion ene
relaxation timetei(E)5mitei/2me ~Ref. 2!: t i i /tei(E)'(2me

1/3Ti /mi
1/3Tez

4/3)3/2 (z is the
degree of ionization!. For this reason, hydrothermal dissipation in an ARDM can resu
the formation of a nonequilibrium plasma in which the ion temperature is up to 10 t
higher than the electron temperature.3

A limiting variant of a layered dissipative medium is a system of two layers. M
mum ion temperatures in a laser plasma of 8–10 keV and a neutron yield of up to13

have been recorded in experiments with a spherical analog of such a target — an
ploding shell.’’4 From the standpoint of producing a thermonuclear plasma as a pow
source of thermonuclear neutrons, multilayer ARDMs are preferable to bilayer targe
two reasons. First, for fixed laser pulse energy the degree of conversion of the e
absorbed in the target into thermal energy of plasma ions~the hydrothermal dissipation
efficiency! increases with the number of layers in the medium. Indeed, the energ
sorbed by one layer does not participate in the dissipation process, since approxi
one-half of the masses of the first and last layers disperses into the space surround
target. Second, for fixed laser radiation intensity multilayer ARDMs make it possib
entrain into the hydrothermal dissipation process much larger masses of material at
laser energy level than in the case of a bilayer target. In a bilayer target the max
thicknessmd of the layers is fixed by the condition for thermal explosion — the veloc
of the heat-conduction wave must be higher than the sound velocity throughout the
heating time of the layer:

md[~D0r0!d>Ve
2teir0 /Vs . ~1!

Here Ve and Vs are, respectively, the thermal velocity of the electrons and the so
velocity in the heated region of the layer;D0 andr0 are the initial thickness and densit
of the layer;tei is the electron–ion collision time2

tei'3.4310215Te
3/2A/z2r s, ~2!

whereA is the atomic number of the ions. Here and belowr is given in g/cm3 andT in
keV. For radiation with intensityI , the temperature in the nondispersing heated reg
can be estimated asTe5Ti;B21(I /r0)2/3 (B'1015(z11)/A(g21) ergs/g•keV is the
specific heat andg is the ratio of specific heats!.

In a multilayer medium the thicknesses of the individual layers can be chosen s
each layer satisfies the condition for a thermal explosion. Then the ARDM masmp
556 556JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 Gus’kov et al.
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entrained into a hydrothermal dissipation process corresponds to the inv
bremsstrahlung absorption lengthh for laser radiation in a plasma withr<rcr

h'ctei~vL /vp!2, mp5rh, ~3!

wherec is the speed of light;vp5(4pnee
2/me)

1/2 is the plasma frequency;ne , e, and
me are, respectively, the electron density, charge, and mass;vL is the frequency of the
laser radiation; and,rcr'1.6331023A/zl2 g/cm3 ~here and below the radiation wave
lengthl is given inmm!.

Comparing Eqs.~1! and~3! for the same laser radiation intensity, when the ratio
the plasma temperatures of these targets equals (r0 /rcr)

2/3, we obtain for the ratio of the
limiting masses of a multilayer antireflective target~for definiteness, withr5rcr) and a
bilayer target

mp

md
>

c

Vs
S Vs

Ve
D 2 r0

rcr
.

In this letter, all calculations for a high-temperature plasma consisting of light elem
were performed in the complete ionization approximation withA/z'2 andg55/3. Then

mp /md>2.53102l8/3r0
4/3/~ Il2!1/3.

Here and belowI is given in 1014 W/cm2 andIl2 in 1014 W• mm2/cm2. For Il251210
and l50.35 mm, which are interesting for producing a high-temperature plasma,
ratio mp /mk equals 3–10 for light substances withr050.221 g/cm3.

The hydrothermal dissipation effect is used to obtain a high ion temperature in
other type of laser target — a target with an inverted corona~ICT!.5 In a ICT the layer of
matter containing thermonuclear fuel is deposited on the inner surface of a massive
and irradiated with laser beams, which are introduced into the target through a syst
openings. However, the possibilities of ICTs as a neutron source are limited b
complicated method of irradiating the target and energy losses due to heat cond
into the massive shell.

A method of accelerating plasma fluxes that is closest to the method employed
present work is discussed in Refs. 4 and 5. However, it should be noted that the id
producing a thermonuclear plasma under the conditions of colliding plasma flows
back to Ref. 6, where it was suggested that electrodynamic methods be used to acc
the flows. Such methods are now actively used in combination with different kind
magnetic traps~see the review in Ref. 7! as well as in the magnetoplasma compres
problem.8 Furthermore, it could be possible to use collisions of plasma flows from e
tric discharges in periodic systems of flat electrodes to obtain plasma with a contro
extent along the axis of the system.

At the modern level of development of the technique of pulsed acceleratio
matter, the method of collisions of plasma flows can be used to produce a plasma
nt;(1011–1012)s/cm3, which corresponds to thermonuclear gain 1023–1022. The gas-
dynamic method of acceleration with laser heating of matter gives a higher energy
centration in the plasma flow (1014–1015 W/cm2) but a shorter acceleration tim
(;1029–1028 s! than the electrodynamic method (1011–1012 W/cm2 and;1026–1025

s, respectively!. As a result, up to velocities of;108 cm/s, corresponding to an energy
557 557JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 Gus’kov et al.
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colliding nuclei ;20 keV, the gas-dynamic method with laser heating can accele
flows with a much higher particle densityn;1020–1021 cm23 but much lower particle
interaction timet;1029 s than the electrodynamic method:n;1017–1018 cm23 and
t;1026 s.

2. We shall estimate the parameters of a nonequilibrium laser plasma of multi
ARDMs for a medium whose average density equals the critical density. Such a ma
having the maximum admissible density for ARDMs, gives a high hydrothermal dis
tion efficiency.

We shall assume that laser radiation is absorbed in an individual layer befor
moment of ‘‘antireflection,’’ when the density of the layer becomes equal to the cri
density, after which the layer becomes transparent. According to the self-si
isothermal-dispersion solution,9 the thermal energyEh of the plasma is converted into th
kinetic energyEk of the ions with efficiencybc[Ek /Eh53(g21)/(3g21). Forg55/3
we havebc51/2.

Assuming that the mass-average ion velocity for a layer isVi5(2bcIt /r0D0)1/2, we
easily obtain for the kinetic energy of an ion at the moment of ‘‘antireflection’’

ek'
mi

2 S 3Ibc

rcr
D 2/3

. ~4!

Hence follows for the average ion and electron temperatures in the plasma

Ti[~g21!
ek

k
>1.32A~ Il2!2/3, Te[

~12bc!

bc

Ti

z
>2.64~ Il2!2/3, ~5!

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant.

In the case of a collision of relatively dense laser ARDM plasma flows, the
thermalize mainly by means of ion–ion collisions. Furthermore, collective proce
associated with the development of a two-beam ion instability can make an addi
contribution to the ion thermalization process. The ion relaxation time due to the in
Landau damping on ion-acoustic waves can be estimated, on the basis of the
theory,10 as

tdi'2~4ek /Tb!2vpi
21 ,

wherevpi is the ion plasma frequency andTb is the temperature of the ions in the flow
Using the expression for the ion–ion relaxation time~see above!, we have

t i i

tdi
'1.5S Tb

ek
D 2 ek

3/2

z3r1/2S A

z D 1/2

.

For the conditions studied in the present letter, relevant to a laser pulse acting
ARDM, viz., r'0.003–0.03 g/cm3, ek /T'10–20, andek'10–20 keV, the contribution
of the two-beam instability to the thermalization process equals 10–30%.

The conditions for matching the laser beam and ARDM parameters so as to o
the maximum possible plasma mass and plasma confinement time are that the lase
duration tL must equal the propagation time of thermal-explosion waves to
558 558JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 Gus’kov et al.
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bremsstrahlung absorption depth of the laser radiationtL5th (th5h/Vi) and that the
diameter of the laser beam must be greater than the longitudinal extent of the pl
2RL>h ~the condition that the energy losses due to lateral expansion of the plasma
be small!. According to Eqs.~4! and ~5!, when these conditions are satisfied, the m
and lifetime of the plasma produced equal, respectively.

mp[rcrh'231023Il2/A g/cm2, th5tL>9.431029l2~ Il2!2/3/A s. ~6!

Hence the radius of a laser beam with durationtL5th is

RL>5.431024EL
1/2A1/2~ Il2!25/6 cm. ~7!

Here and below, the laser pulse energyEL is given in J. Using Eq.~7!, we find that the
matching conditions hold when

EL>2.953105l4~ Il2!11/3/A3 J. ~8!

We shall consider as the ARDM a target consisting of~CD!n layers (r0>1 g/cm3,
A57, deuterium concentrationCD51/2), BeDT layers (r0>1 g/cm3, A514/3,
CD5CT51/3), and plastic~CH!n layers, onto both surfaces of which DT ice layers
equal thickness are frozen, with a mass content of 2/3 of the~CH!1/3~DT!2/3 target
(r0>0.27 g/cm3, A53.1, CD5CT50.42).

According to Eqs.~5! and~6!, for example, for a~CH!1/3~DT!2/3 target,Ti'5 keV,
Te'2.6 keV with Il251 andTi'23 keV, Te'14 keV with Il2510 and the plasma
mass and lifetimes are 731024 g/cm2 and 380 ps withIl251 (l50.35 mm, I;1015

W/cm2) and 731023 g/cm2 and 1.8 ns withIl2510 (l50.35mm, I;1016 W/cm2).

In the next section, we calculate the neutron yield in the approximation of a M
wellian ion distribution in the ARDM plasma. However, it should be noted that a m
accurate calculation should include the contribution of reactions of fast-ion groups
can form as a result of collective processes at the stages of interaction of the
radiation with the matter forIl2.1 and collision of the plasma flows.

3. Approximating the temperature dependence of the DT and DD reaction rate
power-law function with exponent 7/3 andTi55230 keV, we obtain for the neutron
yield with a matched laser pulse irradiating a multilayer ARDM

N56.231028W12C1C2EL~ Il2!14/9A22/3.

HereCi are the concentrations of the plasma nuclei participating in the fusion reac
WDT 54310219 cm3/s, andWDD54310221 cm3/s.

Plots of the neutron yield for targets consisting of~CD!n and ~CH!1/3~DT!2/3 layers
versus the energy of the matched laser pulse are displayed in Fig. 1. For energies
the limiting values the neutron yield is lower than for a matched pulse as a resu
energy losses due to the lateral dispersion of the plasma. Specifically, the data on
show that in the case of an ARDM the yield of DT neutrons 1016 ~with thermonuclear
gain G;0.1) can be reached with laser radiation at the third harmonic of the ND
;400 kJ and intensity 531015 W/cm2 (Il255). According to Eqs.~8! and~9! the pulse
duration and beam radius should equal;1.2 ns and 450mm, respectively. The compu
tational results, obtained with the one-dimensional code Diana~described in Ref. 1!, for
targets consisting of ten alternating~CD!n and BeDT layers 1mm thick, with different
559 559JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 Gus’kov et al.
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spacing-to-thickness~aspect! ratios are presented in Fig. 2. The calculations were p
formed for the energy of the third harmonic of a Nd laser 409 kJ/cm2 and a pulse duration
of 300 ps (Il251.5). The computational results clearly demonstrate the hydrothe
dissipation effect (Ti /Te'2.5 for a target consisting of BeDT layers andTi /Te'4 for a
target consisting of~CD!n layers! and confirm the possibility of intense generation
thermonuclear neutrons in an ARDM laser plasma.

FIG. 1. Neutron yield versus energy of a matched laser beam for an ARDM consisting of~CH!1/3~DT!2/3 layers
~straight lines1 (Il255) and2 (Il251)) and~CD!n layers~straight lines3 (Il255) and4 (Il251)). The
dashed straight linesai andbi are the limiting energies, respectively, for wavelengthsl50.35 and 1.06mm.

FIG. 2. Specific neutron yield per joule of laser energy for a BeDT target~1! and average ion temperatur
~curves2 — BeDT target,4 — ~CD!n target! and electron temperature~curves3 — BeDT target,5 – ~CD!n

target! in the central cells of the targets as a function of the aspect ratio. The specific neutron yield for a~CD!n

target is 120–150 times lower than for a BeDT target.
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We note that a higher neutron yield with the gain increasing to 1–5 can be obt
by making the ARDM structure and the target construction more complicated. One
ant of such a target could be a massive shell–container containing an opening for
ducing the laser beam and filled with a shell ARDM~approximately 1mm thick and 100
mm in diameter adjoining ‘‘exploding shells’’ consisting of a material containing th
monuclear fuel!. Replacing a layered ARDM by a shell structure could increase the
by a factor of 10–15 as a result of compression of the plasma during spherical cumu
of the shells and the presence of the container can increase the gain by another fa
2–4 as a result of an increase in the plasma confinement time.

In summary, there is a possibility of producing a powerful source of thermonuc
neutrons in a simple one-beam target irradiation scheme by irradiating with a laser
targets containing antireflective dissipative media.

This work was supported by the International Science and Technology C
~Grant 029-94!.
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Manifestations of the Larkin–Ovchinnikov–Fulde–Ferrell
state in bimetal ferromagnet–superconductor
structures

Yu. N. Proshin and M. G. Khusainova)

Kazan State University, 420008 Kazan, Russia

~Submitted 26 August 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 8, 527–532~25 October 1997!

Reentrant and periodically reentrant superconductivity in contacts and
ferromagnet/superconductor~F/S! superlattices are predicted on the ba-
sis of the theory developed in this letter. These effects are conse-
quences of the realization of the Larkin–Ovchinnikov–Fulde–Ferrell
state in F layers. An explanation is given for the qualitatively different
behavior of the critical temperature observed by different experimental
groups on identical F/S structures. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00420-9#

PACS numbers: 74.20.2z, 74.80.Dm, 75.50.Cc

Analysis of the latest experiments1–5 with ferromagnet/superconductor~F/S! multi-
layers shows a qualitatively different behavior of the critical temperatureTc as a function
of the thicknessdf of the ferromagnetic interlayers in the same F/S structures. Spe
cally, in some experiments on the systems Fe/V~Ref. 1! and Gd/Nb ~Ref. 2! after
decreasing rapidly at the outset,Tc reaches a plateau asdf increases, whereas in othe
experiments on the same systems~Refs. 3 and Refs. 4 and 5, respectively! the plateau is
preceded by an oscillatory behavior ofTc(df). The theoretical interpretation given i
Refs. 6 and 7 for the oscillations inTc(df) reduce to a periodic ‘‘switching’’ of the type
of superconductivity from the traditional 0 phase to ap phase, where the sign of th
order parameterD changes on passage through the F interlayer. However, the limita
of Refs. 6 and 7 make it impossible to give a unified description of the two different t
of behavior ofTc(df). Furthermore, it was recently discovered that oscillations ofTc(df)
also occur in the trilayer structure Fe/Nb/Fe,8 wherep-phase superconductivity is impos
sible. This requires a new formulation of the question of the nature of the nonmono
dependence ofTc(df) in F/S systems and a theory that adequately describes the ex
experimental data.

The strong exchange field in ferromagnetic layers makes it necessary to take a
of two important points. First, an important condition for conservation of supercon
tivity in F/S systems, together with a large thicknessds of the S layers (ds@df), is that
the transmittance of the F/S boundaries must be moderate, not too high. Howeve
boundary conditions for the pair amplitude with arbitrary transmittance of the F/S bo
ary are still unknown.6 Second, as a result of the proximity effect, pair correlations
also induced in F layers, but the large exchange splitting 2I @pTc of the Fermi level
changes the pairing condition. According to Larkin–Ovchinnikov–Fulde–Fe
562 5620021-3640/97/080562-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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~LOFF!,9,10 quasiparticles from energy statesp, ↑ and2p1k, ↓ with momenta of dif-
ferent absolute magnitude, wherek.2I /v f andv f is the Fermi velocity, will be paired in
the ferromagnet. Nonmagnetic-impurity scattering with the ratet f

21 , which has no effect
on BCS pairing with zero total momentum, will impede the appearance of the L
phase in F layers. For this reason, the pair amplitude in ferromagnetic layers s
oscillate with periodaf5k21, decaying over the mean free path lengthl f5v ft f from the
F/S boundary.

It will be shown below that oscillations of the pair amplitude will lead to a perio
compensation of the paramagnetic effect of the exchange field, giving rise to oscilla
in Tc(df) not only in multilayer but also in bilayer F/S contacts. The observability
these oscillations, a striking manifestation of which could be periodically reentran
perconductivity, strongly depends on the purity of the F layers and the transmittan
the F/S boundaries.

Let us consider first a planar contact between a ferromagnetic metal occupyin
region2df,z,0 and a superconductor occupying the region 0,z,ds . Near a second-
order phase transition point,Tc of the F/S contact is determined from the Gor’ko
integral equation for the order parameterD(z) of a nonuniform system, written fo
convenience in terms of the anomalous Usadel functionFab(z,v):

D~z!5l~z!pT Re (
v

8
Fab~z,v!, ~1!

Fab~z,v!5
1

pN~z!
E

2df

ds
Hab~z,z8,v!D~z8!dz8, ~2!

where l(z.0)5ls and l(z,0)5l f are dimensionless parameters of the electro
electronic interaction;N(z) is the density of states at the Fermi level;a andb are spin
indices (aÞb); a prime on the sum indicates a cutoff at the Debye frequencyvD ; T is
the temperature; and,v5pT(2n11) is the Matsubara frequency. It can be shown
diagrammatic methods11 that in the presence of an exchange field and nonmagn
impurity scattering the correlation functionHab(z,z8,v) is the solution of another inte
gral equation

Hab~z,z8,v!5Kab~z,z8,v!1E
2df

ds Kab~z,z1 ,v!Hab~z1 ,z8,v!

2pN~z1!t~z1!
dz1 ~3!

~cf. Ref. 12!. Here we have introduced the notation

Kab~z,z8,v!5E d2p

~2p!2
Gaa~p,z,z8,v!Gbb~p,z,z8,2v!, ~4!

Gaa(p,z,z8,v) is the Green’s function of the conduction electrons in the normal ph
p is the two-dimensional momentum in the contact plane, andt21(z) is the impurity
scattering rate, which, likeN(z), changes abruptly at a transition through the interfa
z50 of the metals. Next, by solving forKab(z,z8,v), in the spirit of Ref. 12, the
problem with a potential barrier at the F/S interface as well, it can be shown that i
563 563JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 Yu. N. Proshin and M. G. Khusainov
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‘‘dirty’’ limit the system of integral equations~2! and ~3! reduces to a boundary-valu
problem for the functionFab(z,v). The latter problem includes the differential equati

F uvu1 i I ~z!gab sin nv2
1

2
Dab~z!

]2

]z2GFab~z,v!5D~z! ~5!

with boundary conditions relating the flux of the functionFab(z,v) with its jump at the
flat interfacez50 of the metals

D j ab

]Fab~z,v!

]z U
z560

5
s jv j

4
@Fab~10,v!2Fab~20,v!#, j 5 f ,s. ~6!

Heress ands f are the transmittances of the contact on the S and F metal sides an
related by the detailed balance relationssvsNs5s fv fNf ~Ref. 13!, g↑↓52g↓↑51, and
the effective diffusion coefficient is given by the expression

Dab~z!5D~z!/@112i t~z!I ~z!gab sign v#; D~z!5D j5v j l j /3, ~7!

whereI (z,0)51 andI (z.0)50. The equations~5! and~6! are valid forl j,z j , where
z j5ReAD j /2pT12i I j is the coherence length of thej th metal.

The boundary-value problem~1!, ~5!, ~6! obtained for the proximity effect in a F/S
contact differs from the previous problems6,7 in two respects. First, the boundary cond
tionsF(10,v)5F(20,v) employed in Refs. 6 and 7 are a particular case of Eq.~6! and
correspond to the high-transmittance limits j@ l j /z j i.e., the flux ofF(z,v) through the
F/S boundary is neglected. However,s j will depend strongly on the conditions an
method of preparation of the F/S interface. It should either serve as an adjustable p
eter of the theory or be measured experimentally. Second, the quasiparticle motion
ferromagnet is of mixed diffusion–spin-wave character and is described by an effe
complex-valued diffusion coefficientD f* 5D f /(112i I t f) ~Ref. 14!, in contrast to Refs.
6 and 7.

The strong depairing effect of the exchange fieldI (I @pTcs , where Tcs is the
critical temperature of an isolated S layer! is the main mechanism leading to the destru
tion of superconductivity in F/S systems. Neglecting, as a simplification, the intera
in the F layerl f.0 (D(z,0).0), we seek the solution of equations~1!, ~5!, ~6! in a
form that excludes an electron flux through the outer boundaries of the contact
Fs(z,v)}cosks(z2ds) for z.0 andF f(z,v)}coskf(z1df) for z,0, whereks andkf do
not depend onv. Then, we obtain the following closed system of equations for
reduced superconducting transition temperaturet5Tc /Tcs of the F/S contact:

ln t5CS 1

2D2Re CS 1

2
1

Dsks
2

4pTcst
D ; kf

25
22i I

D f*
5

22i I ~112i I t f !

D f
; ~8!

Dsks tan ksds5
ssvs

42~s fv f /D f* kf ! cot kfdf

,

whereC(x) is the digamma function. As follows from Eqs.~8!, the depairing paramete
Dsks

2 and the critical temperatureTc depend strongly on the thickness of the layers,
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transmittance of the F/S boundary, and the ratio between the exchange splitting 2I of the
Fermi level and the collision ratet f

21 of electrons with nonmagnetic impurities in th
ferromagnet.

The spatial variations of the Usadel function in the F layer are characterized b
wave numberkf51/z f82 i /z f9 , wherez f8 is responsible for the period of the oscillation
andz f9 for the penetration depth of the pair amplitude in the ferromagnet. As one ca
from Eq. ~8!, in the dirty limit l f!af5v f /2I these two lengths are approximately equ
and differ only by small corrections of the order ofI t f

z f85AD f /I ~12I t f !; z f95AD f /I ~11I t f !; 2I t f!1. ~9!

A numerical analysis of the functionTc(df) for dirty F/S contacts with different values o
the parametersss and 2I t f is presented in Fig. 1a and b. As shown in Fig. 1a, in the c
of weak transmittance and strong damping, the oscillations of the functionF f(z,v) are
not observed andTc continuously approaches a constant asdf increases. Such a behavio
of Tc(df) has been observed in Gd/Nb bilayers.2 As ss and 2I t f increase, the function
Tc(df) acquires a deep minimum, whose development can lead to reentrant superc
tivity, depicted in Fig. 1b.

FIG. 1. Reduced superconducting transition temperatureTc /Tcs of a F/S contact versus the reduced thickne
df /af of the ferromagnetic layer, as described by Eqs.~8! and~10! with Nsvs5Nfv f , ds5500 Å, andzs05400
Å, wherezs0 is the BCS coherence length. The values of the parametersss and 2I t f are presented on the sam
plots: a! emergence ofTc onto a plateau; b! reentrant superconductivity; c! oscillations ofTc ; d! periodically
reentrant superconductivity. The dashed curvest* in parts b and d represent lines of tricritical points.
565 565JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 Yu. N. Proshin and M. G. Khusainov
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If 2 I t f.1, then the diffusion description which we employed above to desc
quasiparticle motion in a ferromagnet is inapplicable,14 though the standard condition fo
the dirty limit pTt f!1 is satisfied. In this case, solving Eqs.~2!–~4! simultaneously
shows that the asymptotic behavior of the functionF f(z,v) is described by a wave
numberkf different from ~8!

kf
2'

22i I ~112i I t f !

v f l f
; z f8.af5

v f

2I
; z f9.2l f ; 2I t f@1, ~10!

where Rekf is of the order of the pair momentumk in the LOFF state9,10 and Imkf; l f
21

is the variance in the values ofk, i.e., the damping. To describe the functionTc(df) in
F/S contacts with relatively pure F layers (2I t f.1), D f in Eqs.~8! must be replaced by
3D f . The depairing factorDsks

2 and the critical temperature will oscillate with increasin
df with a period determined by the spin stiffnessaf5k21. These oscillations will decay
for df.2l f (@af), driving Tc to a constant, as shown in Fig. 1c. This behavior ofTc(df)
has been observed in Fe/Nb/Fe trilayers,8 to which case the equations~8! can be extended
by making the substitutionds⇒ds/2. It is interesting to note that for sufficiently larg
values of the parametersss and 2I t f the superconductivity of the F/S contact will b
periodically reentrant, as shown in Fig. 1d.

Superconductivity in a F/S contact is a combination of BCS pairing in the S l
and LOFF pairing9,10 in the F layer. For a sign-constant pair amplitudeFs(z) in the S
layer, the oscillations of the wingF f(z) in the F layer against the background of
constant exchange fieldI are equivalent to a sinusoidal modulation of the latter. For t
reason, the maxima inTc(df) always appear when an even number of quarter wa
coskf(z1df) fit within the thickness of the F layer. When this number is odd, the p
magnetic effect of the uncompensated fourth suppresses the BCS pairing in the S
resulting in a minimum ofTc or destruction of superconductivity. This is express
mathematically as a unique periodic modulation of the transmittancess of the S/F bound-
ary and the depairing parameterDsks

2 by the resonance denominator, containing cot(kfdf),
in Eqs.~8!. The presence of nonmagnetic scattering results in incomplete compen
of the exchange field incomplete and damped modulation ofss andTc with increasing
df .

In contrast to F/S contacts, the unit cell of a F/S superlattice can exist in two s
LOFF states differing by the parity of the pair amplitude relative to the center of th
layer: the 0 phase, withF f(z,v)}coskf(z1df/2), and thep phase, withF f(z,v)
}sinkf(z1df/2). The equations forTc in the 0-phase case are obtained from Eqs.~8! by
replacingdj by dj /2. To findTc in the p case it is necessary, in addition, to replace
function cotx on the right-hand side of the last of the equations~8! by 2tan x. The
separation of the maxima ofTc by pz f8 in the 0 andp states results in a competitio
between these states and alternation in the phase diagramsTc(df), see Fig. 2.

For ss;2I t f;0.5, as one can see from Fig. 2a, a transition from the 0- to
p-phase branch ofTc(df) results in a single bump inTc , just as in Gd/Nb multilayers.4,5

For lower values of these quantities (ss;2I t f;0.3) the 0- andp-phase solutions in the
region of ‘‘switching’’ approach one another and in Ref. 2, instead of a bump,Tc in the
same Gd/Nb multilayers emerges onto a plateau. The difference between the
obtained in Refs. 2 and Refs. 4 and 5 is apparently due to the difference in the tran
566 566JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 Yu. N. Proshin and M. G. Khusainov
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tance of the F/S boundaries and the purity of the F layers in the experimental G
samples. The reentrant superconductivity arising with a high transmittancess , as shown
in Fig. 2b, is characterized by the fact that thedf-limited 0 andp states adjoin one
another.

For 2I t f.1 the oscillations ofTc(df) will be stronger, and their period in the 0- o
p-phase cases, separately, will be two times larger than in the corresponding F/S c
The effect of the competition between the 0- andp-phase states, which is shown in Fig
2c and 2d, will be that the periods of theTc oscillations will be formally identical in the
superlattices and contacts. It would be interesting to check this experimentally, tog
with the other above-described manifestations of the LOFF states in F/S systems.

a!e-mail: mansur.khusainov@ksu.ru
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Theory of the pseudogap in the elementary excitation
spectrum of the normal phase of bilayer cuprates

S. V. Varlamov, M. V. Eremin, and I. M. Eremin
Kazan State University, 420008 Kazan, Russia

~Submitted 18 July 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 8, 533–538~25 October 1997!

Solutions of the integral equations for the pseudogap in the elementary
excitation spectrum of current carriers in bilayer cuprates are found. In
the general case, the pseudogap possessess1 id symmetry, where thes
component is determined by the interaction of holes via the phonon
field and thed component is due to the superexchange interaction of
the copper spins and the Coulomb-repulsion screened holes. Thes and
d components exhibit different temperature dependences. This fact en-
abled us to explain the characteristic features of the temperature behav-
ior of the normal-phase spin susceptibility of lightly doped cuprates,
specifically, for the compound YBa2Cu4O8 in the entire temperature
intervalT.Tc . The wave-number dependence of the pseudogap agrees
with the photoemission data for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y . © 1997 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00520-3#

PACS numbers: 74.25.Jb, 74.25.Gz, 74.72.Bk

The problem of the electronic structure of superconductors based on CuO2 planes is
the focus of modern investigations. Recent photoemission experiments1,2 have revealed
especially clearly the presence of a pseudogap in the elementary excitation spect
the normal phase of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y with low doping indices. The presence of
pseudogap in the normal phase of underdoped cuprates qualitatively explains the a
lies of many physical properties of high-Tc superconductors,3,4 but the origin of the
pseudogap remains unknown. It has been suggested in a number of works th
pseudogap is due to instability of the quasi-Fermi-liquid subsystem with respe
charge- or spin-density waves.5 In Ref. 6 the pseudogap is attributed to spin pairing a
in Ref. 7 it is attributed to strong phase fluctuations of the standard order paramet~of
Cooper pairs!, which in the opinion of the authors appear long before the supercond
ing transition temperature.

The reasons for the instability — interaction via the phonon field, superexch
interaction of copper spins, and Coulomb repulsion of holes — are ordinarily ana
separately because of the difficulty of the problem. At the same time, the integral
tions for the pseudogap are nonlinear and therefore the result of performing a sim
neous analysis of these interactions is not obvious.

This letter reports the first results of solving the system of nonlinear integral e
tions for the pseudogap taking all three interactions into account at the same time.
found that unlikes-type solutions for the order parameter of charge-density waves a
569 5690021-3640/97/080569-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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ciated with the phonon mechanism8 andd-type solutions associated with superexchang9

in the general case the solutions are complex-valued and possesss1 id symmetry. Fur-
thermore, as will shown below, the real~s! and imaginary~d! components have differen
temperature dependences. The critical temperatureTex* for the d component can be sev
eral times higher thanTph* for the s component, which enables us ultimately to descr
the temperature dependence of the spin susceptibility of bilayer cuprates, specifica
YBa2Cu2O8, from Tc582 K up to T'700 K. The latter, as is well known, is mos
accurately measured by the NMR method via the Knight shift on the Cu~2! copper nuclei.

In Ref. 10 it was found that the photoemission data on the elementary excit
spectrum of the bilayer cuprates YBa2Cu4O8 and YBa2Cu3O7 ~Ref. 11! can be com-
pletely described on the basis of the model of singlet-correlated motion of oxygen h
The wave-number dependence of the quasiparticle energy can also be represente
accurately in a two-band model,12,13 equivalent to Ref. 10, in the following form:

ek51/2 ~Ek
dd1Ek

pp!1 1/2 @~Ek
dd2Ek

pp!214Ek
pdEk

dp#1/2, ~1!

where

Ek
pp5ep2tab1(

m
H FPp1

1

Pp
^SiSm&G t im

~p!2
Kim1Jim/2

Pp
^C i

pd,↑Cm
↑,pd&J exp~ ikRim!,

~2!

Ek
pd5(

m
FPd2

1

Pp
^SiSm&G t im

~pd!exp~ ikRim!, ~3!

and the expressions forEk
dd andEk

dp are obtained from the expressions presented forEk
pp

and Ek
pd by replacing thep indices byd and the correlation function̂C i

pd,↑Cm
↑,pd& by

^C i
↓,0Cm

0,↓&. Just as in Refs. 12 and 13, the Hubbard-type operatorsC i
pd,↑(C i

↑,pd) and
C i
↓,0(C i

0,↓) correspond to the quasiparticle creation~annihilation! in singlet and copper
bands, respectively. The average values of the anticommutators equalPp5(21d)/4 and
Pd5(22d)/4, whered is the number of conduction holes per unit cell in the Cu2O4

bilayer. Kim and Jim are the Coulomb and superexchange interaction parameters d
mined by expressions of the type

HCo5(
i . j

Ki j ~12C i
pd,pd2C i

0,0!~12C i
pd,pd2C j

0,0!, ~4!

HEx5(
i . j

Ji j F ~SiSj !2
ninj

4 G , ~5!

whereni5C i
↑,↑1C i

↓,↓ is the number of spins per site in the copper sublattice.

Expression~1!–~3! describe the dispersion of the singlet bonding~odd! band. In the
case of an antibonding~even! band, the tunneling parameter2tab in Eq. ~2! is replaced
by 1tab .

The relative values of the transfer integrals~in meV!, estimated in Ref. 12, betwee
the first, second, and third neighbors equal:t1

(p)582, t2
(p)53, t3

(p)512, t1
(d)579, t2

(d)57,
t3
(d)510, t1

(pd)583, t2
(pd)56, and t3

(pd)512. The dielectric gap and the spin correlatio
functions are taken asep2ed51.4 eV, ^SiSj&1520.14, ^SiSj&250.07, and
570 570JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 Varlamov et al.
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^SiSj&350.09. These values describe well the shape of the Fermi surface~Fig. 1!, mea-
sured recently by photoemission methods.14,15 This circumstance gives us a solid fou
dation for analyzing the temperature dependence of the response function and pseu
which, as is well known,16 depend strongly on the form of the Fermi surface. Calcula
by us for d50.33 ~Fig. 1!, it agrees well with the experimental data fo
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y .15 The tunneling parameter2tab550 meV was chosen on the bas
of the photoemission data.14,17,18

An important feature of the bonding singlet band is that its spectral weight dep
on the dopingd as 4d/(21d) and therefore the half-filling condition holds ford52/7.
This qualitatively explains the unusual behavior of the phase diagram ofTc andT* as a
function of the doping.3

A numerical calculation of the response function gave a result similar to Ref. 1
showed that for the above-described anisotropy of the Fermi surface it has a maxim
Qx56p/a andQy56p/a, i.e., the system of current carriers has a Peierls-type in
bility. The elementary excitation spectrum under such conditions is modified to the

E1k,2k5
ek1ek1Q

2
6

1

2
@~ek2ek1Q!214uGph~k,T!1Gex~k,T!u2#1/2. ~6!

The equation for the phonon component of the gap,Gph(k,T), has a form characteristic
for charge-density waves:8,19

Gph~k,T!52
Pp

N (
k1

Vk1 ,Q^Ck11Q
pd,↑ Ck1

↑,pd&2Vk,Q

Pp

N (
k1

^Ck11Q
pd,↑ Ck1

↑,pd&. ~7!

The factorPp in Eq. ~7! appears because the anticommutators of the quasi-Fermi o
tors are different from 1;Vk,Q is the interaction potential via the phonon modevQ :18

FIG. 1. Form of the Fermi surface of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y in the absence of a pseudogap. Circles — experime
points from Ref. 16, curve — computed form.
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Vk,Q5
2uV~Q!u2\vQ

~\vQ!22~ek2ek1Q!2
Q~\vD2uek2ek1Qu!, ~8!

wherevD is the Debye frequency,Q(x) is the theta function, andV(Q) is a constant
characterizing the interaction with the phonon mode. In Refs. 5 and 19 it was note
the breathing modevD545 meV of the oxygen atoms in the CuO2 planes participates
most actively in the Peierls transition.

The superexchange componentGex(k,T) of the gap is determined by the expressi

Gex~k,T!52
1

PpN(
k1

@J~k12k!12K~k12k!#^Ck11Q
pd,↑ Ck1

↑,pd&. ~9!

Here J(q) and K(q) are the Fourier transforms of the superexchange and Coul
interactions, respectively. Specifically,J(q)5J1(cosqxa1cosqya), whereJ1 is the su-
perexchange coupling constant between the nearest neighbors of the copper ions
CuO2 plane.

The temperature dependencesGph(k,T) and Gex(k,T) are calculated self-
consistently from Eqs.~7! and~9!. The correlation function̂Ck1Q

pd,↑Ck
↑,pd& is determined

by the formula

^Ck11Q
pd,↑ Ck1

↑,pd&5Pp

Gph~k,T!1Gex~k,T!

e1k2e2k
@ f ~e1k!2 f ~e2k!#. ~10!

Numerical solutions of the system of equations~7! and ~9! show that for the values o
interest to usd50.120.3 the wave-number dependence of the pseudogap function c
represented as

G~k,T!5A~T!1B~T!
~\vQ!2Q~\vD2uek2ek1Qu!

~\vQ!22~ek2ek1Q!2
1 iD ~T!@coskxa2coskya#.

~11!

The temperature dependencesA(T) andD(T) with uV(Q)u580 meV,\vQ540 meV,
and J112K15210 meV are displayed in Fig. 2. The ratioA(T)/B(T)50.73. We note
that our computed value of the critical temperatureTph* '170 K is identical to the onse
temperature of anomalies associated with the lattice~softening of the phonon modes i
the Raman spectrum,20 changes in the NQR frequencies,21,22 and others!, which are
interpreted in Ref. 19 as a manifestation of charge-density waves in the YBa2Cu4O8

crystal.

Figure 3 displays our computed value of the Knight shift on the Cu~2! copper nuclei
in YBa2Cu4O8 with d50.29. The experimental data were taken from Refs. 23 and
The weak manifestation ofTph* is also seen in this plot. Compared with the Fermi-liqu
pictures, the phase transition point is strongly masked by the temperature depen
Gex(k,T). The variance of the critical temperature on account of fluctuations is
determining in this case. In the caseGex(k,T)50, the kink inKs(T) at Tph* would be
sharper and forT.Tph* the Knight shift would not depend on the temperature. As one
see in Fig. 3, the presence of the pseudogapGex(k,T) explains well the nontrivial tem-
perature dependenceKs(T) in the entire temperature intervalT.Tph* .
572 572JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 Varlamov et al.
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The wave-number dependence of the pseudogap~11! for T.Tph* agrees with the
photoemission data1,2,25 for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y , according to which the pseudogap in th
elementary excitation spectrum of the normal phase is described approximately
formula of the formc(coskxa2coskya), i.e., it possessesd-type symmetry. As one can
see from Fig. 2, this conclusion should be absolutely accurate for samples withT.Tph* ,
while for Tc,T, Tph* the s-type component of the pseudogap should also be ea
noticeable. It would be interesting to check this prediction of the theory experimen

In conclusion, we note that although we have discussed in the present lette
bilayer cuprates, our conclusion that the pseudogap possessess1 id symmetry holds in
general. In particular, it is valid for single- and trilayer high-Tc superconductors with the
corresponding degrees of doping. It is underscored in a recent investigation26 of the

FIG. 2. Pseudogap versus temperature. Solid line —D(T), dashed line —A(T).

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the Knight shift for Cu~2! ~magnetic field' z axis! in YBa2Cu2O8. Line
— computed curve, circles — experimental data~filled circles — Ref. 24, open circles — Ref. 23!.
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photoemission from the multilayer cuprates Bi2Sr2Ca12xDyxCu2O81y that the general
functional dependences of the pseudogap and superconducting gap, which are p
tional to (coskxa2coskya), point to a common origin. The results of the present letter
consistent with this conclusion. In Ref. 27 it is shown by solving the BCS equa
numerically that any short-range potentials with Fourier transforms proportiona
(coskxa1coskya) ~primarily superexchange between the nearest copper spins! with not
very low degrees of doping will always lead tod-type pairing; in our solution for the
pseudogap~andTex* ) the d component is also the result of a short-range interaction.
evident from Eq.~9! that in the case of a pseudogap superexchange and the scr
Coulomb interaction intensify one another. In the case of a superconducting gap,
ever, the situation is reversed. This circumstance qualitatively explains whyTex* in un-
derdoped cuprates is higher thanTc , even though the potential leading to their appe
ance is also short-ranged. This question will be discussed in greater detail in a se
paper.

S. V. V. and I. M. E. are grateful to the International Soros Science Educa
Program ‘‘Soros Graduate Students’’~Grants Nos. a97-2930 and a97-1981! for financial
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Magnetoplasmon replica in the recombination radiation
spectra of a quasi-two-dimensional electron gas in
GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells

O. V. Volkov,a) V. E. Zhitomirski , and I. V. Kukushkin
Institute of Solid State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russia

K. von Klitzing and K. Eberl
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Feskörperforschung, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany

~Submitted 12 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 8, 539–544~25 October 1997!

The radiative recombination spectra of two-dimensional electrons with
free photoexcited holes are investigated for a wide variety of GaAs/
AlGaAs quantum wells, with different thicknesses and electron densi-
ties. It is found that for certain, close to integral, filling factors an
intense line corresponding to an Auger process — radiative recombi-
nation with the emission of an additional magnetoplasmon — appears
in the luminescence spectrum. The new line is shifted to lower energies
with respect to the zero Landau level, and the magnetic field depen-
dence of the energy splitting between these lines agrees with the theo-
retical concepts of the dispersion of magnetoplasmon excitations. This
makes it possible to estimate the magnetoplasmon energy at the roton
minimum. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00620-8#

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 73.20.Mf, 78.60.2b, 78.55.Cr

1. Interest in two-dimensional~2D! electron systems has increased substantially
recent years. This is due not only to the diverse potential applications of such syste
microelectronics but also the discovery of new fundamental physical phenomena —
integral and fractional quantum Hall effects~QHEs!.1 These phenomena are specific
2D systems, and in order to understand them at the microscopic level it is necess
know the structure of the elementary excitation spectrum of a system of 2D electro
a perpendicular magnetic field. It is known that the dispersion of such excitatio
determined by the electron–electron interaction, which dominates at wavelengths
parable to the characteristic interparticle distance. The electron–electron interactio
termines the dispersion of spin density waves in the QHE, the magnetoroton gap
fractional QHE, the magnetophonon spectrum in a Wigner crystal, and the renorm
tion of the magnetoplasmon spectrum. As follows from the law of quasimomen
conservation in radiative recombination, the standard optical methods, based on the
of the radiative recombination of 2D electrons with free photoexcited holes, yield in
mation about the quasiparticle dispersion only in the long-wavelength region o
spectrum. For this reason, Auger recombination processes could be effective for in
575 5750021-3640/97/080575-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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gating the short-wavelength part of the excitation spectrum, since the participation
additional recoil particle makes it possible to overcome the restrictions due to the la
quasimomentum conservation. An example of processes of this kind is electron
recombination with the excitation of a magnetoplasmon — a collective excitation con-
sisting of an electron in one Landau level and a ‘‘hole’’ in another, coupled by
Coulomb interaction.2 As was shown in Ref. 3, magnetoplasmon excitation can influe
the shape of the spectrum accompanying resonance crossing of optical transitio
even results in the appearance of new lines in the spectrum — magnetoplasmon r
shifted to lower energies by the amount of the magnetoroton energy.4 It should be noted
that Auger processes have been observed in similar samples by many authors and
uted to either transfer processes accompanying recombination of multiparticle exc
complexes5 or emission of optical phonons accompanying recombination of elect
from high-lying Landau levels.6 For this reason, to attribute unequivocally a replic
which we were the first to observe in Ref. 4, to the excitation of magnetoplasmons
necessary to study the magnetic field dependence of the energy splitting in a wide
of 2D-electron densities. We investigated the 2D-electron luminescence spectrum
family of asymmetrically doped 200, 250, 300, and 350 Å thick quantum wells w
carrier densityns ranging from 1.631011 cm22 to 6.131011 cm22 and mobility m
ranging from 33105 to 93105 cm2/V•s. We observed a magnetoplasmon replica in
experimental structures. The replica demonstrated properties which are common
samples — the line is excited under conditions close to a QHE regime and the e
splitting corresponding to the excitation of a magnetoplasmon manifests a squar
dependence on the magnetic field, i.e., it is proportional to the Coulomb intera
energy at a distance of the order of the magnetic length. This confirms the conjectu
the appearance of the replica is due to the excitation of magnetorotons.

2. A series of seven high-quality, asymmetrically doped, single quantum wells
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on GaAs substrates~see Ref. 4!. Optical excitation of
the system was performed with a tunable Ti/Sp laser. A U-1000 Ramanor double m
chromator served as a spectrometer. Combined with a CCD detector, it gave a res
of 0.03 meV. The density and mobility of the 2D-electron gas were measured by t
port methods on the same structure under laser illumination conditions. Weak illum
tion of the system with a He/Ne laser was used for additional control of the elec
density. The experiments were conducted at a temperature of 1.5 K in magnetic
ranging from 0 to 11 T and directed perpendicular to the plane of the quantum we

3. Fragments of the luminescence spectra corresponding to the recombination
electrons in the zero Landau level are displayed in Fig. 1. The spectra were measu
a 250 Å thick quantum well with carrier densityns53.931011 cm22 in different mag-
netic fields ins polarization. The strongest transition in the spectrum of the zero Lan
level is a transition between the lowest energy levels of the electrons and heavy h
1 0h1 ~the high-energy line in Fig. 1!. However, as one can see from Fig. 1, for certa
filling factors, specifically, in the regionn'2.3 ~a! andn'4.3 ~b!, a pronounced wide
line appears on the low-energy edge of the zero Landau level. As noted in Ref. 4, th
is due to the excitation of a magnetoplasmon in an electron–hole recombination pr
Figure 1c shows the ratio of the intensities of the magnetoplasmon replica and the
transition 01 0h1 as a function of the filling factor. As one can see from the figure,
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magnetoplasmon replica appears in the ranges 2,n,3 and 4,n,5 with maxima at
n'2.3 and 4.3.

The reasons for such behavior must be sought in the selection rules for o
transitions. As is well known, the main allowed electron–hole transitions are transi
between electron and hole Landau levels with the same numbers (Ne5Nh). Transitions
between levels with different numbers (NeÞNh) have a much lower amplitude.7,8 How-
ever, since the photoexcited-hole density in the system is very low, in the proce
energy relaxation virtually all holes are in the lowest energy level 0h1. As a result, the
luminescence intensity of Landau levels withNe.0 drops off rapidly with increasing
level number. However, recombination of electrons from a Landau level withNe.0 and
holes from the level 0h1 is nonetheless possible, if it is accompanied by excitation o
magnetoplasmon which carries off the uncompensated angular momentum, equalNe .
The spin selection rules allow only a transition with the participation of the lowest
sublevelNe1, polarized in s̄ polarization. The magnetoplasmon participating in th

FIG. 1. ~a, b! Radiative recombination spectra of 2D electrons in the zero Landau level. The spectra
measured for a 250 Å thick well with carrier densityns53.931011 cm22 in different magnetic fields corre-
sponding to the indicated filling factors.~c! The relative intensity of magnetoplasmon replica versus the fill
factor.
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process is a pair consisting of an electron in an empty or partially-filled Landau leve
a ‘‘hole’’ in a completely filled Landau level, the level numbers differing byDN5Ne ,
with energy DN•\vc1DE(k). On the basis of Kohn’s theorem,9 when only the
electron–electron interaction is taken into account the total momentum of such a p
k50 and the excitation energy isDN•\vc ~since DE(0)50). This means that the
energy of the emitted photon is shifted exactly byNe\vc , i.e., it equals the energy of th
photon emitted in the recombination 01 0h1. However, taking account of the interac
tion of the 2D electrons with distant ionized donors in the doped layer can substan
alter the picture described above. It is known that under integral QHE conditions,
the filling factor is only slightly greater than an even number, all electrons in the u
Landau level are localized on fluctuations of the random potential1 with size of the order
of the magnetic lengthl H5(\c/eB)1/2. As a result of the recombination of such electro
accompanied by excitation of magnetoplasmons, the latter acquire a quasimomen
the order ofk;1/l H and the photon energy is shifted byDE(k) relative to the energy of
the transition 01 0h1. Therefore a low-energy tail of the recombination spectrum of
zero Landau level is formed. Its specific form is completely determined by the ma
toplasmon density of states, i.e., it depends on the magnetoplasmon dispersion re
As is well known, the magnetoplasmon dispersion relation2 has a pronounced minimum
near quasimomenta of the order of the reciprocal 1/l H of the magnetic length. The energ
corresponding to this minimum is proportional to the Coulomb interaction en
DE;e2/« l H at a distance of the order of the magnetic length. The corresponding m

FIG. 2. Luminescence spectra of the zero Landau level. The spectra were obtained for four 250 Å
quantum wells with carrier densitiesns51.731011, 2.631011, 3.531011, and 5.631011 cm22 ~A, B, C, and D,
respectively! in magnetic fields corresponding to filling factorn52.3. The arrows mark magnetoplasmo
replicas.
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mum in the density of states should lead to the appearance of a line split off by an am
equal to the magnetoplasmon energy at the minimum~magnetorotons!. The intensity of
this line with small deviations from an even filling factor should grow as the numbe
electrons in the upper Landau level. As the filling factor increases further and the av
distance between the electrons in the upper Landau level becomes comparable
magnetic lengthl H , the electrons start to screen effectively the fluctuations of the ran
potential. As a result, the intensity of the magnetoplasmon replica decreases beca
number of localized electron states decreases. We note that the creation of a ma
plasmon with a nonzero quasimomentum in the process of recombination of a 2D
tron from a completely filled Landau level~below the Fermi surface! is impossible
because of the uniform electron density distribution.10

In summary, the filling factor dependence of the relative intensity of the magn
plasmon replica, presented in Fig. 1c, agrees completely with the above-described m
nism leading to the appearance of the replica. Moreover, this mechanism also ma
possible to explain the extinction, which we observed in Ref. 4, of the magnetopla
replica with increasing temperature on account of the thermal delocalization of the
trons.

To confirm the relation between the replica, which we observed, and the excit
of magnetorotons, we investigated the dependence of the energy splitting betwe
magnetoplasmon replica and the main transition 01 0h1 for the zero Landau level
Figure 2 shows the spectra for four different 2D-electron densities in magnetic fi
corresponding to filling factorn52.3 for a 250 Å thick quantum well. The arrow mark
the position of the magnetoplasmon replica. The magnetic field dependence of the e
splitting for all experimental samples is shown in Fig. 3. The different symbols in

FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the energy splitting between a line corresponding to a 01 0h1 transition
and a magnetoplasmon replica, measured for wells with different thicknesses and 2D-electron densitie
Correspondence between the parameters and the symbols employed in the plot. The dot-dash line cor
to the Coulomb energy at the magnetic length with proportionality coefficient corresponding to the experim
data.
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figure represent different combinations of the well thickness and filling factor; the
shows the correspondence. In each case the points were plotted in a magnetic field
where the magnetoplasmon replica is pronounced: 2,n,3 for n52 dots and 4,n,5
for n54 dots. As one can see from the figure, irrespective of the thickness o
quantum well and electron density, all dots corresponding to the excitation of a cycl
magnetoplasmon (n52, 4) fall on the same universal curve, which is very close t
square-root law~dot-dash line in Fig. 3!. The coefficient of this curvedE.0.38e2/« l H is
somewhat larger than the magnetoroton energy 0.25e2/« l H calculated in Ref. 2 with
DN51.

A magnetoplasmon replica was also observed for two 250 Å thick quantum w
near the filling factorn51, which corresponds to the excitation of spin-density wav
The coefficient in the square-root approximationdE.0.22e2/« l H is found to be in rea-
sonable agreement with the value 0.15e2/« l H computed in Ref. 2. For one of thes
samples with a 250 Å thick well, a magnetoplasmon replica withdE.0.19e2/« l H was
also found near the filling factorn52/3 ~Fig. 3!. In the case at hand, magnetoplasmo
can arise in a system of composite fermions (n* 52). A separate theoretical investigatio
is required in order to determine the dispersion relation for the collective excitatio
this case.

4. In summary, we have shown that a magnetoplasmon replica appears in the
energy tail of the zero Landau level when the filling factor is only slightly greater tha
even number. This corresponds to the excitation of a cyclotron magnetoplasmon
nonzero quasimomentum in the process of recombination of electrons in a partially
upper Landau level with holes in the lowest energy level. The magnetic-field depen
of the energy splitting confirms that this replica is due to the additional minimum in
dispersion relation for magnetoplasmons atk'1/l H , and the coefficient of this depen
dence is in reasonable agreement with theoretical calculations. Magnetoplasmon r
were also observed near filling factorsn51 andn52/3. They could be associated wit
the excitation of spin-density waves and magnetoplasmons in a system of com
fermions.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant
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On the electrostatic potential distribution in a screened
Corbino disk carrying a transport current under
conditions of the quantum Hall effect

V. B. Shikin
Institute of Solid State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 3 July 1997; resubmitted 18 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 8, 545–550~25 October 1997!

It is shown that the characteristic features of the chemical potential for
2D electrons in a magnetic field, which lead to sharp dips in the mag-
netic field dependence of the capacitance of a 2D system, also affect the
electrostatic potential distribution in the direction of the transport cur-
rent flowing through a 2D Corbino disk under conditions of integral
magnetic filling factor. The associated details of the temperature depen-
dence of the electrostatic potential distribution, the distances to the
screening electron, and the transport potential difference at the Corbino
edges are investigated. The possibilities of experimentally observing
these features of the electrostatic potential distribution along a Corbino
disk with a transport current under conditions of the quantum Hall
effect are discussed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00720-2#

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 73.40.Hm

Measurements of the conductance of a two-dimensional Corbino disk in a no
magnetic field are basic measurements yielding the most accurate information abo
diagonal part of the conductance of an experimental 2D system in a magnetic field
obvious that the computed part of the conductance of a Corbino disk must be as ac
as possible in order adequately to extract the desired conductivity from the experim
data. In this connection, as well as for reasons of independent interest, the presen
discusses a number of features of ‘‘chemical’’ origin in the radial electrostatic pote
distribution in a Corbino disk carrying a transport current.

It is well known that the quantum Hall effect~QHE! in 2D-electron systems and th
deep dips deep in the minima of the magnetocapacitance of such media are relate
presence of dips in the magnetocapacitance is due to the characteristic features
electrochemical potentialm of 2D electrons in a magnetic field.1 On the other hand, the
QHE is ordinarily associated with the properties of the conductivity tensor.2 But the
diagonal electron current densityj i is proportional to both the conductivitys i i and the
gradient of the electrochemical potentialm

j i5e21s i i ]m/]xi . ~1!

Therefore it is natural to conjecture that the transport problem should exhibit chara
istic features at integral filling factors not only for the current density itself~1! but also
581 5810021-3640/97/080581-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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j i /s i i 5e21]m/]xi . ~1a!

The results presented below confirm this conjecture. Specifically, we consider the
lem of the appearance of a spatial nonuniformity in the radial distribution of the ele
chemical potential in a Corbino disk. The details of this nonuniformity are very sens
to the external parameters: temperature, closeness of the equilibrium filling factor
integer, degree of screening of the disk, and so on. Significantly, such local detai
now accessible to observation, for example, by means of the linear electrooptic effe3–5

which is employed systematically for studying different local electrostatic potential
tributions in a 2D-electron system, or by different versions of Kelvin’s local capacita
method~see Refs. 6 and 7!.

Let us consider a standard 2D-electron system in the form of a Corbino disk
inner and outer radiiR0 and R1, respectively. The system is covered by a controlli
electrode located at a distance

d!~R12R0!. ~2!

For the geometry employed, it is convenient to rewrite Ohm’s law~1a! as

J/2pr 5e21s rr dm/dr, 0<m<V, V!Vcr . ~3!

HereJ is the total radial current, which is maintained at a fixed value, in the samples rr

is the diagonal part of the conductivity, which depends in a definite manner on
characteristics of the 2D system, the temperatureT, and the magnetic fieldH but does not
depend ondm/dr and, by definition, is uniform over the 2D system;V is the transport
potential difference maintained at the edges of the Corbino disk; and,Vcr is the critical
potential difference corresponding to breakdown of the QHE in the sample. In the l
ture there is still no unanimity about the distribution ofVcr ~see references cited in Ref
8–13!, though ingenious work8 on the breakdown of the QHE shows that

T!eVcr<\vc , ~4!

wherevc is the cyclotron frequency.

It follows from Eq. ~3! that the local value of the electrochemical potential alon
Corbino disk equals

m~r !5m01
eJ

2ps rr
lnS r

R0
D , R1.r .R0 . ~5!

The currentJ is related with the potential differenceV on the metallic edges of the
Corbino disk,m(R1)2m(R0)5V andm(R0)[m0, so that

eJ

2ps rr
lnS R1

R0
D5V. ~6!

As a result, expression~5! can be rewritten in a form that does not depend ons rr :

m~r !2m05V lnS r

R0
D Y lnS R1

R0
D . ~7!
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The electrochemical potential distribution~7! is a continuous monotonic functio
of r .

Proceeding now to determining the electrostatic potential distributionw(r ) and the
electron densityn(r ), we write out an explicit relation betweenm(r ), w(r ), andn(r ) for
an ideal 2D-electron system in a magnetic field. Under conditions when the filling fa
n does not exceed 2 (n,2) and the spin splitting can be neglected, this relation has
form

m~r !5ew~r !2T ln S~H,T,n~r !!, ~8!

where

2S~H,T,n!5S 1

n
21D1F S 1

n
21D 2

14eS 2

n
21D G1/2

,

e5exp~2\vc /T!!1, n,2,

n~r !5p l h
2n~r !, l h

25c\/eH. ~9!

Nearn51 the termT ln S(n) makes the main contribution to the right-hand side
expression~8! for m, because here it undergoes aT-independent jump~the temperature
influences only the degree of broadening of the jump! from zero to2T ln S(n)>\vc .
Under these conditions

m~r !2m0.T lnF S~H,T,n0!

S~H,T,n~r !!G , n0,n~r !<1, m~r !2m0,\vc ~8a!

and the gradient of the electrochemical potential is mainly of a diffusion origin~the
electric field does not make a direct contribution!.

The equations~7! and~8! are supplemented by Poisson’s equation, which relates
electrostatic potential with the local electron density distribution. In problems with d
screening, i.e., under the conditions~2!, this relation, which in the general case is
integral relation, simplifies because the so-called capacitor approximation becomes

w~r !.2edn~r !/klh
2 , ~10!

where the distributionw(r ) ~9! in the direction of the current is locally related with th
local value of the filling factorn(r ).

Combining expressions~7!, ~8!, and ~10!, we obtain finally the following dimen-
sionless expression forn(r ):

v
ln x

ln 4/3
52d* ~n2n0!2t ln@S~n!/S~n0!#, ~11!

v5eV/\vc , d* 5d/ab* , t5T/\vc , x5r /R0 , R1 /R054/3.

The ratioR1 /R054/3 in Eqs.~11! was chosen in accordance with the parameters gi
in Ref. 5 for a Corbino sample.

As long as the filling factor is far from an integer, the diffusion contribution to
distributionn(x) is very small:
583 583JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 V. B. Shikin
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ln x

ln 4/3
>2d* ~n2n0!, u12n0u@t. ~11a!

However, the situation changes qualitatively ifn0.1. Here

v
ln x

ln 4/3
>2t ln@S~n!/S~n0!#, u12n0u<t. ~11b!

Under the conditions

t!v!vcr ~12!

a plateau appears in the functionn(x) at the location where the local filling factor pass
through its integral value. In the opposite limiting case

v<t, ~12a!

the filling factor and hence the electrostatic potential remain virtually constant alon
Corbino disk~the indicated plateau fills the entire Corbino disk becausew(x)!v).

Typical plots ofn(r /R0) from Eq. ~11! are displayed in Figs. 1–4. It is easy to s
that the distributionn(r ) possesses the above-mentioned characteristic coordinate
teaus which are absent in the classical distributionn(r ) ~11a! and are sensitive to the
temperature, the spacer thickness, and the value ofv.

FIG. 1. n(x) for v51.5, t50.05,n050.98, andd* 510 ~curve1!, d* 55 ~curve2!.

FIG. 2. n(x) for v51.5, d* 510, n050.98 andt50.025~curve1!, t50.05 ~curve2!, t50.075~curve3!.
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It should be underscored that the plateaus, which are displayed in Figs. 1–4,
electrostatic potential distribution or the electron density are of the same origin a
incompressible regions discussed in Refs. 14 and 15. The difference lies only in th
that in Refs. 14 and 15 the plateaus arise under equilibrium conditions on sections
nonuniform electron density at locations where the filling factor locally has an inte
value. In the transport problem, a disturbance produced in the electron density
transport current flowing through a system with an integral filling factor plays the ro
a spatial nonuniformity. The density gradients are much ‘‘softer,’’ and they are m
easily observed by the different local methods mentioned above than in equilib
problems.

We note that the case investigated in this letter is only an ideal 2D system.
temperature plays the role of a broadening factor. This simplification is compelle
technical reasons, because in the case of a finite density of states at a Landau lev
impossible to suggest for the electrochemical potential an analytic expression sim
Eqs.~8! and ~8a!. Nonetheless, such an approximation makes sense physically and
productive. An entire theory of the magnetocapacitance of 2D systems, which is ade
for existing experiments, has been constructed with the aid of this approximation.
thermore, the question of incompressible strips for the problem of a nonuniform ele
system in a magnetic field can likewise be solved only for an ideal electron system~see
the references cited in Refs. 14 and 15 and their many elaborations!.

FIG. 3. n(x) for d* 510; t50.05; n050.98 andv51.5 ~curve1!, v51.0 ~curve2!, andv50.5 ~curve3!.

FIG. 4. n(x) for d* 510; t50.05; n050.99 andv51.0 ~curve1!, v50.5 ~curve2!, andv50.1 ~curve3!.
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I–V
This is an opportune point at which to make a few remarks about Refs. 12 an
In Ref. 12, where a Corbino disk with a screening electrode was studied, the existe
spatial filamentation of the Hall current, a nonlinear effect arising under conditions w
are typical for breakdown of the QHE, i.e.,eV>\vc , whereV is the transport potentia
difference between the edges of the Corbino sample, was demonstrated experime
The authors attributed the filamentation effect to the appearance of an exponent
pendence of the diagonal part of the conductivity onV under conditions close to break
down of QHE. Formally the problem is to solve for the electrostatic potential an equ
arising from the requirement that the radial component of the transport electric curre
stationary, written in the form~3! with ]w/]r instead of]m/]r :

J/2pr 5e21s rr ~w!dw/dr, 0<m<V, ~13!

ands rr (w) is the diagonal part of the conductivity, which depends on the local trans
electrostatic potentialw in the manner proposed in Ref. 12:

s rr w } exp~1ew/2T!. ~13a!

In order for Eq.~13a! to be valid, the 2D system must be screened, in which case
local relation ~10! between the electrostatic potential and the electron density m
sense.

A similar problem without a screen, when the continuity equation for the cur
~Eq. ~13!! remains valid but the definition ofs rr (w) ~Eq. ~13a!! changes, was investi
gated theoretically in Ref. 13.

Comparing the definitions~3! with Eqs.~13! and ~13a! gives a clear picture of the
difference between the questions discussed in the present letter and in Refs. 12 and
our case, the limitV!Vcr , when no nonlinearities appear in the conductivity tensor a
function of the external field, was investigated. All spatial nonuniformities presente
Figs. 1–4 are related with the properties of the electrochemical potentialm ~8! near
integral values of the filling factor and, in principle, are manifested for arbitrarily sm
values of the transport current.

Calculations of the current–voltage~I–V! characteristics12,13 take account of the
nonlinearity in determining the conductivity tensor atV>Vcr , whereVcr is determined
from Eq.~4!. Naturally, they are applicable in a wider range, aspiring to nonlinear effe
But the diffusion contribution to the current density, already quite noticeable at the l
stage, is dropped~the current from Eq.~13! is proportional todw/dr and notdm/dr). In
the general case, the validity of the simplifications from Refs. 12 and 13 is not obv
and their quantitative validity must be checked by solving anew the problem~13! and
~13a! with dm/dr instead ofdw/dr. This program has not yet been implemented.

In summary, the present letter presents a description of the characteristic featu
the spatial distribution of the electrostatic potential in a Corbino disk with an Oh
transport current under conditions of integral filling factor. Local methods for deter
ing the electrostatic potential in a 2D system~see Refs. 3–7! make it possible to study
separately how the I–V characteristics are affected by the characteristic features
electrochemical potential on the Hall plateaus, described above, and by the nonline
in the conductivity tensor, which were observed in Refs. 12 in a study of the
586 586JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 V. B. Shikin
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characteristics under QHE breakdown conditions. It is important to investigate both
tributions from the standpoint of self-consistency of the main results in the theo
magnetotransport in 2D-electron systems.

We thank V. F. Gantmakher and V. T. Dolgopolov for a discussion of the res
obtained.
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Anisotropic momentum transfer in low-dimensional
electron systems in a magnetic field

O. V. Kibisa)

Novosibirsk State Technical University, 630092 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 28 August 1977; resubmitted 22 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 8, 551–555~25 October 1997!

In low-dimensional systems with an asymmetric quantizing potential,
an asymmetric electron energy spectrum«(p)Þ«(2p), wherep is the
electron momentum, arises in the presence of a magnetic field. A con-
sequence of such an energy spectrum is that momentum transfer to the
electron system in mutually opposite directions in the presence of an
external perturbation is different. Therefore, in the presence of a stand-
ing electromagnetic wave momentum is transferred from the wave to
the electrons, which gives rise to a new type of electromotive force.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00820-7#

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx

Consider a two-dimensional~2D! electron system in the coordinates$x,y,z%, where
the z axis is perpendicular to the plane of the two-dimensional layer. Let the mag
field H be oriented along they axis and let the vector potentialA be of the formAx5Hz,
Ay5Az50. Then the Hamiltonian of the electron is

Ĥ5
1

2mF S p̂x1
eHz

c D 2

1 p̂y
21 p̂z

2G1U~z!, ~1!

wherem is the electron effective mass,e is the modulus of the electron charge,U(z) is
the quantizing potential of the 2D system, and the electron wave function is

ck5Cw~kx ,z!exp~ ikxx1 ikyy!exp~2 i«kt/\!, ~2!

where the normalization constant

C5S LxLyE
2`

` Uw~kx ,z!U2dzD 21/2

,

Lx andLy are the dimensions of the 2D system,k is the electron wave vector, and«k is
the electron energy. Substituting expression~2! into the Schro¨dinger equation with the
Hamiltonian~1! gives

2
\2

2m

]2w~kx ,z!

]z2
1F\2kx

2

2m
1

\eHkxz

mc
1

~eHz!2

2mc2
1U~z!2«~kx!Gw~kx ,z!50, ~3!

where the energy
588 5880021-3640/97/080588-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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2

2m
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It follows from Eq. ~3! that for HÞ0 and an asymmetric potentialU(z)ÞU(2z) there
appears an asymmetric electron energy spectrum«(kx)Þ«(2kx). To analyze the effect
of interest to us, we shall employ a triangular quantizing model potential

U~z!5H `, z,0

eEz, z>0
, ~4!

employed for calculating the electron energy spectrum in inversion layers at semico
tor surfaces, whereE is the electric field intensity at the surface.1 Including in Eq.~3! a
term }H2 gives corrections;(d/ l H)4 to the solution, whered is the characteristic
thickness of the 2D layer andl H5(\c/eH)1/2 is the magnetic length. For many 2D
systemsd/ l H!1 in the entire range of magnetic fields realizable in practice, so that
term can be neglected. Then the solution of Eq.~3! with the potential~4! gives

«~kx!'F \2

2mG1/3F3p

2 S eE1
\eHkx

mc D S n1
3

4D G2/3

1
\2kx

2

2m
, ~5!

where n50, 1, 2, . . . is the number of the electronic subband in the 2D layer. H
w(kx ,z)uz,050 andw(kx ,z)uz>0 is an Airy function:

w~kx ,z!'AiF S 2meE

\2
1

2eHkx

\c D 1/3S z2
«~kx!2\2kx

2/2m

eE1\eHkx /mcD G , z>0. ~6!

It follows from Eq. ~5! that

«~px!Þ«~2px!, ~7!

wherepx5(m0 /\)@]«(kx)/]kx# is the electron momentum along thex axis (m0 is the
electron mass in vacuum andvx5(1/\)@]«(kx)/]kx# is the electron velocity along thex
axis!. The physical reason for the appearance of the asymmetry~7! is as follows. A
magnetic field parallel to the plane of the 2D system cannot induce a rotational moti
an electron along a cyclotron orbit and produces only a small change in the wave
tion. An electron moving with velocityvx experiences a Lorentz force acting in th
direction^2z&, as a result of which the maximum of the electron wave function shift
the direction^2z&. For an electron moving with velocity2vx the action of the Lorentz
force is reversed and the maximum of the electron wave function shifts in the dire
^z&. For this reason, in an asymmetric potentialU(z)ÞU(2z) the electron energy
«(vx)Þ«(2vx), which leads to Eq.~7!. On account of the asymmetry~7!, momentum
transfer to the electron system in the presence of external perturbations is different
directions^x& and^2x&. We shall demonstrate this effect for the specific example of
electron–photon interaction in an electron system with the energy spectrum~5!.

Let an electromagnetic wave with frequencyv and polarization vectoreiz propa-
gate along thex axis. The vector potentialÃ of this wave has the form

Ãz5A0 exp~2 ivt !exp~6 iqx!, Ãx5Ãy50,
589 589JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 O. V. Kibis
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whereq is the wave vector and the6 signs correspond to waves propagating in mutua
opposite directions. Then the electron–photon interaction operator is

V̂5
e

mc
Ãzp̂z ~8!

and the probability that an electron absorbs a photon is

W5(
k

(
k8

1

\2
u^ck8uV̂uck&u2f ~«k!@12 f ~«k8!#, ~9!

wheref («k) is the Fermi–Dirac distribution function. On absorbing a photon an elec
passes from one subband~5! into another. The initial and final electron stateskx andkx8 ,
respectively, which satisfy the energy and wave vector conservation laws

«~kx18 !5«~kx1!1\v, kx18 5kx11q, «~kx28 !5«~kx2!1\v, kx28 5kx22q,
~10!

are shown schematically in Fig. 1. Since the electronic subbands«(kx) are asymmetric
for the directionŝ kx& and ^2kx&, the wave functionsw(kx ,z) of the initial and final
states of the electron change when the direction of the vectorq changes. It follows from
Eqs.~10!, ~5!, and~6! that w(kx1 ,z)Þw(kx2 ,z) andw(kx18 ,z)Þw(kx28 ,z). Therefore the
matrix element of the operator~8!

^ck8uV̂uck&}E
2`

`

w~kx8 ,z!
]w~kx ,z!

]z
dz

is different for the absorption of photons with vectorsq and2q, on account of which the
probabilities for the absorption of these photons are also different. Thus

W~q!ÞW~2q!,

FIG. 1. Structure of intersubband electronic transitions accompanying the absorption of photons with
vectorsq and2q.
590 590JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 O. V. Kibis
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where

W~q!5
2\

p S eA0

mc D 2

J~kx18 ,kx1! ~11!

is the absorption probability~9! per unit time and per unit area of a 2D system for
photon with wave vectorq, and

W~2q!5
2\

p S eA0

mc D 2

J~kx28 ,kx2! ~12!

is the absorption probability~9! per unit time and per unit area of the 2D system fo
photon with wave vector2q. Here

J~kx8 ,kx!5~ u«8~kx8!2«8~kx!u!21S E
2`

` Uw~kx ,z!U2dzE
2`

` Uw~kx8 ,z!U2dzD 21

3E f S «~kx!1
\2ky

2

2m D F12 f S «~kx8!1
\2ky

2

2m D Gdky

3S E
2`

`

w~kx8 ,z!
]w~kx ,z!

]z
dzD 2

,

where

«8~k!5
]«~kx!

]kx
U

kx5k

,

and the integration overky extends over the first Brillouin zone.

We shall study the electron–photon interaction in the quantum limit~when all elec-
trons occupy states in the subband~5! with n50) for the threshold intersubband absor
tion frequencyv5«g /\ at temperatureT50, kFd0;1, andH/E!1, where«g is the
energy gap between the subbands~5! with n50 andn51 for H50, kF is the length of
the Fermi wave vector of the electrons, and

d05S 3\2p2

16meED
1/3

is the thickness of the 2D layer withH50. In this case the photon absorption probab
ties ~11! and ~12! assume the form

W~q!5W0F12
2

3

H

E
1OS H

E D G , ~13!

W~2q!5W0F11
2

3

H

E
1OS H

E D G , ~14!

where

W05W~q!uH505W~2q!uH50
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is the probability of absorption of photons with wave vectorsq and2q for H50. We
obtain from Eqs.~13! and ~14! the anisotropy of the electron–photon interaction

h5
W~2q!2W~q!

W0
5

4

3

H

E
1OS H

E D . ~15!

Hence follows directly the anisotropy of momentum transfer: Identical electromag
waves propagating in opposite directions along thex axis are absorbed differently b
electrons, as a result of which the momentum transfer from the electromagnetic wa
the electron system in the directions^x& and ^2x& is different. Thus anisotropy o
momentum transfer to electrons appears in the presence of a standing electrom
wave, acting as an isotropic~with respect to the directionŝx& and ^2x&) external
perturbation on the electron system, along thex axis. Anisotropic momentum transfe
gives rise to an emf of photon drag of electrons in a standing electromagnetic wave
is a new macroscopic quantum effect with no classical analogs. The magnitude of th
is

Ex5
\qLx@W~2q!2W~q!#

ens
, ~16!

wherens is the electron density per unit area of the 2D system andLx is the length of the
2D system along thex axis. With consideration of Eq.~15!, Eq. ~16! assumes the form

Ex /E0x5h,

where

E0x5\qLxW0 /ens

is the ordinary emf of photon drag of the electrons in a traveling electromagnetic
with H50. ForH;103 G andd0;1027 cm we obtainh;1021.

The asymmetry of the electron energy spectrum~7! that gives rise to the effec
discussed above appears in the presence of a magnetic field not only in 2D syste
also in quasi-one-dimensional fullerene nanotubes with helical symmetry, on acco
the asymmetry of such systems with respect to ‘‘clockwise’’ and ‘‘counterclockwi
rotations.2 Therefore the electron–photon interaction in nanotubes3 in the presence of a
magnetic field directed along the axis of the tube will also be anisotropic: Electrom
netic waves propagating in opposite directions along the axis of a nanotube w
absorbed differently by the electrons.

The quite general discussions, which were based on conservation laws and led
present work to the conclusion that the interaction of electrons with electromag
waves is anisotropic, also hold for the interaction of electrons with acoustic waves.
the phenomenon studied in this letter is universal.

a!e-mail: kibis@ref.nstu.nsk.su

1T. Ando, A. Fowler, and F. Stern, Rev. Mod. Phys.54, 437 ~1982!.
2D. A. Romanov and O. V. Kibis, Phys. Lett. A178, 335 ~1993!.
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Formation and magnetic properties of fractal aggregates
of cobalt

I. V. Zolotukhin,a) A. B. Sukhodolov, and N. V. Tristan
Voronezh State Technical University, 394026 Voronezh, Russia

A. S. Andreenko
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russian

~Submitted 24 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 8, 556–558~25 October 1997!

Macroscopic fractal aggregates of cobalt are obtained by thermal
evaporation of cobalt metal in an argon atmosphere and subsequent
deposition on a silicon substrate heated to 1000 K. It is established that
the fractal structure is formed by diffusion-limited aggregation of co-
balt particles. The macroscopic fractal cobalt aggregates are ferromag-
netic. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00920-1#

PACS numbers: 61.43.Hv, 75.50.Cc

Interest in condensed solids having a fractal structure has been increasing in
years. Fractal structures of some substances~Fe, Zn, SiO2, MoO3, and NiCl2) have been
obtained by aggregation of microscopic clusters produced by evaporation followe
cooling in a gaseous atmosphere.1–4 The structure and physical properties of aggrega
of this kind have essentially not been studied.

The objective of the present work was to develop a method for obtaining an
study the magnetic properties of fractal aggregates of cobalt. Cobalt was chosen
following reasons. In discussing the mechanism leading to the formation of fractal
ters, a number of authors employ the model of diffusion-limited aggregation~DLA ! for
particles5 and clusters6 of the evaporated material. In Ref. 7, the ferromagnetic interac
of small cobalt particles was taken into account in an analysis of the formation of fr
aggregates of cobalt, but nothing was reported about the magnetic properties of stru
of this kind. For this reason, we studied the problem of obtaining ferromagnetic fr
cobalt structures, clarifying the mechanism leading to the formation of such struc
and determining the magnetic properties.

Fractal aggregates of cobalt were obtained by thermal sputtering of atoms
argon atmosphere followed by cooling of the condensation products on a polished s
plate~the asperities did not exceed 10 nm in height!. As shown in Ref. 4 and verified by
us, fractal aggregates do not grow when asperities whose height is equal to or great
the cluster size are present on the substrate surface. A cobalt charge was he
T52000 K in an alundum crucible in a vacuum chamber at pressureP51024 torr using
a tungsten coil. The chamber was filled with argon to pressure 0.1 torr immedi
before the cobalt melted. Varying the argon pressure from 0.1 to 10 torr did not pro
any qualitative changes in the structures obtained. The substrate, heated to 1000
594 5940021-3640/97/080594-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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located 10 cm from the sputtering source. This was sufficient for cobalt clusters to
before they reached the substrate. The quite high substrate temperature promote
sion of cobalt clusters along the surface of the polished silicon plate.

The fractal cobalt structures obtained were investigated with optical and sca
electron microscopes. The fractal dimensionD of the aggregates was determined fro
the formula

L5cDSD/2,

wherec is a constant andL andS are, respectively, the perimeter and area of the fra
aggregate. The fractal dimension of the structures formed was determined by varyL
andS.8

The process leading to the formation of fractal structures is qualitatively as foll
It is known that evaporation results in the formation of a vapor–gas medium consisti
atoms~or molecules! with a substantial fraction~up to several percent! of charged ions,
which with rapid cooling in a buffer gas~argon! act as centers of condensation of liqu
clusters 10–30 nm in size.9 After crystallization, the clusters continue to grow in si
~according to the laws governing the formation of dust particles10! and reach 0.1–0.5mm
in size before reaching the substrate. As a result of the high substrate temperatu
clusters intensively diffuse along the substrate surface and start to self-organize, fo
star-shaped fractal aggregates consisting of self-similar branching structures rang

FIG. 1.
595 595JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 Zolotukhin et al.
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size from several microns to several millimeters~Fig. 1!. Therefore, fractal aggregates o
cobalt form by the DLA mechanism, made possible by the high mobility of cluster
the substrate heated to 1000 K. It should also be noted that individual fractal bra
and undeveloped star-shaped structures are observed to grow at the edge of the su
where the concentration of the clusters reaching the substrate is lower than in the c
part. Star-shaped aggregates with a branched structure form at the center of the su
The fractal dimension of the aggregates also varies from 1.2 to 1.7 from the edge
center of the substrate, respectively.

The magnetization results for fractal aggregates of cobalt at 88 and 293 K
presented in Fig. 2~curves1 and2!. A characteristic feature of the magnetization curv
for fractal aggregates of cobalt is that there is no saturation in external magnetic
with intensity H up to 12 kOe, while ordinary cobalt samples saturate in fieldsH not
exceeding 10 Oe. We believe that the magnetization difficulties are due to mag
anisotropy, which arises during the formation of fractal structures, and the effect o
asperities on the surface of the aggregates on the magnetization reversal proce
coercive force isHc;105 Oe for both the fractal and initial cobalt. According to pu
lished data, the values ofHc for cobalt range from 9 to 166 Oe depending on t
structural state.11,12

In summary, the fractal aggregates of cobalt obtained are macroscopic~up to 2 mm!
branched ferromagnetic structures formed by DLA. The coercive force of these stru
is the same as for crystalline cobalt. However, in contrast to crystalline cobalt
magnetization curves for fractal aggregates do not saturate in external magnetic fie
to 12 kOe.

a!e-mail: paul@zolot.vrn.ru
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Bose–Einstein condensation of an ideal gas in a
parabolic trap

V. A. Alekseev,a) V. V. Klimov,b) and D. D. Krylova
P. N. Lebedev Physical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

~Submitted 22 July 1997; resubmitted 15 September 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.66, No. 8, 559–563~25 October 1997!

The temperature-dependent velocity distribution function is found for
the case of Bose–Einstein condensation of a finite number of noninter-
acting atoms trapped in a three-dimensional anisotropic parabolic trap.
It is shown that at a temperatureT of the order of the condensation
temperatureT0 the velocity distribution consists of an anisotropic part,
reflecting the population of the ground state, and an isotropic part
above the condensate. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01020-7#

PACS numbers: 03.75.Fi

In all experimental attempts made in the last two years to obtain a condensed
of a neutral Bose gas, the atoms were confined in traps with different configuratio1–3

the condensation criterion being the appearance of anisotropy in the particle ve
distribution.1 Nonetheless, the appearance of this anisotropy has still not been sub
ated by a quantum-mechanical calculation. In the present letter, an exact quantu
scription of oscillator motion is used to calculate the single-particle velocity distribu
function W(v) of an ideal gas confined by the potentialV(r )5( i(mv i

2xi
2/2) (T is the

temperature andm is the mass of the atoms!, which is a good approximation for well an
real trap.

The chemical potentialm̄5m/T of the gas is determined by the equation

N5 (
kz ,ky ,kz50

~ebW •k2m̄21!21, ~1!

whereN is the total number of particles,b i5\v i /T, i 5x, y, z, and the energy of the
oscillators is measured from the value 221\(vx1vy1vz). Representing each term i
the sum in Eq.~1! in the form

~ebW •k2m̄21!215(
s51

`

exp~s~2bW •k1m̄ !! ~2!

and carrying out the summation overki , we obtain

N5(
s51

`

em̄s)
i 51

3

~12e2b i s!21. ~3!
598 5980021-3640/97/080598-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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In Ref. 4 the sum~3! is written in an integral form, which makes it possible to investig
all limiting cases. To calculate the velocity distribution function, we must obtain asy
totic expressions for the chemical potential directly from Eq.~3!. It is convenient to
rewrite the relation~3! in the form

N5(
s51

`

em̄s1(
s51

`

em̄sS )
i 51

3

~12e2b i s!2121D . ~4!

The first sum equals the number of particlesN05(e2m̄21)21 in the ground state and th
second sum equals the number of particles in the excited states and remains con
even after the factorem̄s is dropped. For largeb@1 ~low temperatures! we obtain from
Eq. ~4!

N5~e2m̄21!211(
i

exp~2b i !, m̄'2
1

N
, N0'N. ~5!

As T increases, theb i decrease. For smallb!1 expression~4! can be written in the form

N5
1

e2m̄21
1

1

bxbybz
(
s51

`

em̄s
1

s3
, b!1, ~6!

and expression~6! is applicable for both small and large values ofum̄u. For smallum̄u we
find from Eq.~6!

N52
1

m̄
1S T

\v̄
D 3

, um̄u5N21S 12S T

T0
D 3D 21

, um̄u!1, ~7!

where v̄5(vxvyvz /z(3))1/3, z(x) is the Riemann zeta function
z(3)5(s51

` (1/s3)'1.2, and a condensation temperatureT05N1/3\v̄ is introduced by
analogy to the quasiclassical approximation.5 This expression also gives~see Eq.~5!! the
correct valuem̄521/N in the limit T→0, but m̄ does not approach the limit in th
correct manner. It is obvious from Eq.~7! that the absolute valueum̄u becomes much les
than 1 whenN(\v̄/T)35(T0 /T)3@1, which for sufficiently largeN is reached in the
case\v̄/T!1, i.e., in the region where Eq.~6! is applicable. As the temperature in
creases further,um̄u increases and forum̄u@1 we obtain from Eq.~6! an expression form̄

N5em̄S T

\v̄
D 3

z21~3!, m̄52 lnS 1

z~3!S T

T0
D 3D , ~8!

that is applicable at high temperaturesN(\v̄/T)35(T0 /T)3!1. The population of the
ground state decreases with increasing temperature:N05z(3)(T0 /T)3. Figure 1 shows
the results of the numerical solution of Eq.~1! and the temperature dependence obtain
for um̄u andN0 from Eqs.~7! and~8! in the case of the potential employed in Ref. 1. T
difference between Eq.~7! and Eq.~5! cannot be discerned in the figure.
599 599JETP Lett., Vol. 66, No. 8, 25 Oct. 1997 Alekseev et al.
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To find the particle velocity distribution functionW(nW ) let us examine the diagona
matrix element of the operatorF5(ad(n2na) ~summation over particles! for a wave
function in thenW 5p/m representation with the occupation numbersN0N1 . . . Nq ~Ref.
6!:

^N0N1 . . . uFuN0N1 . . . &5N0uC0~nW !u21N1uC1~nW !u21 . . .

The velocity distribution function is obtained by premultiplying this quantity by
probabilitys(N0N1 . . . )5Z exp(2(e0N01e1N11 . . . )/T) (Z is the partition function and
e i is the energy of theith state! of being in the stateuN0N1 . . . & and summing over all
possible values ofN0 , N1 , . . . .. under the conditionN01N11 . . . 5N ~Ref. 7!:

W~nW !5 (
N0N1 . . .

s~N0N1 . . . !@N0uC0~nW !u21N1uC1~nW !u21 . . . #

5(
n

^Nn&uCn~nW !u2, ~9!

where^Nn&5(exp((en2m)/T)21)21 is the average number of particles on thenth level.
Next, using expression~2! we obtain from Eq.~9!

W~p!5(
s51

`

esm̄Ḡ~p,p,hs!. ~10!

Here h51/T, and Ḡ(p,p8,hs) is the Green’s function~instantaneous point sourc
function8! in the momentum representation:

Ḡ~p,p8,h!5(
n

e2EnhCn~p!Cn~p8!, ~11!

which can be obtained by Fourier transforming the Green’s function in the coord
representation

FIG. 1. Chemical potential2m/T versus temperature. Dashed curves — asymptotic functions~7! and ~8!
(N51000,vx :vy :vz51:1:2A2).
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Ḡ~r,r 8,h!5(
n

e2EnhCn~r !Cn~r 8!, ĤCn~r !5EnCn~r !, ~12!

which satisfies the Schro¨dinger equation with imaginary time

]Ḡ~r,r 8,h2h8!

]h
1ĤḠ5d~r2r 8!d~h2h8!. ~13!

In the oscillator caseen /T5ek /T5bW •k, and we obtain from Eq.~9!

W~nW !5 (
kx ,ky ,kz50

`

~ebW •k2m̄21!21Ckx

2 ~nx!Cky

2 ~ny!Ckz

2 ~nz!, ~14!

where

Ck~n!5S Aqk

Ap2nn!
D 1/2

expS 2
1

2
qkn

2DHk~Aqkn!, qk5
m

\vk
.

Using Eq.~2! once again, we perform the summation over the indiceski and find

W~nW !5(
s51

`

em̄s)
i 51

3

G~n i ,qi ,b is!, ~15!

whereG is a Bloch function7

G~n,q,b!5Aq

p
~12e22b!21/2expS 2qn2 tanh

b

2 D ,

where, as one can see from Eq.~3!, *W(nW )dnW 5N.

For b i@1, we obtain from Eq.~5! m̄521/N and expression~15! assumes the form

W~nW !5NC0
2~nW !5N)

i 51

3 A m

p\v i
expS 2

mn i
2

\v i
D , ~16!

reflecting the fact that all particles are in the ground state. If the frequenciesv i are all
different, this function is anisotropic. At high temperatures, whenum̄u@1 and
b i5\v i /T!1, Eqs.~14! and~15! give an isotropic Maxwellian distribution correspon
ing to temperatureT.

The most interesting region is the transitional region, where the conditionb!1 is
still satisfied butum̄u becomes small,um̄u!1. As one can see from Eq.~7!, this holds, for
example, for m̄522/N and b i5b5(N/2.4)21/3 so that for N52400 we have
b5\v̄/kT50.1 ~we note that in this casem̄!b). To investigate this case it is conve
nient to rewrite Eq.~15! in the form

W~nW !5
C0

2~nW !

e2m̄21
1(

s51

`

em̄sS )
i 51

`

G~n i ,qi ,b is!2C0
2~nW !D , ~17!
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for which the series overs converges even after the factorem̄s is dropped. We note tha
for the example presented above, one-half the total number of particles correspo
each of the terms in Eq.~17!. Expanding the exponentiale2b i s in the arguments ofG and
dropping in the second term the functionC0

2(nW ), whose contribution is small, we obtai

W~nW !52
C0

2~nW !

m̄
1L~nW !, L~nW !5S m

2p D 3/2 T3/2

\3v̄3z~3!
(
s51

`

expS 2
mnW 2

2T
sD 1

s3/2
.

~18!

In contrast toC0
2(nW ), the distributionL(nW ) is always spherically symmetric and, as w

indicated in Ref. 1, the presence of these two terms is the main evidence for B
Einstein condensation. The sum in Eq.~18! can be represented in the form

(
s51

`

expS 2
mn2

2T
sD 1

s3/2
5expS 2

mn2

2T DwS mn2

2T D , w~j!5
2

Ap
E

0

` Atdt

et2e2j
. ~19!

The functionw(j) decreases with increasingj from w(0)5z(3/2)'2.6 to w(`)51;
interestingly, w8(0)5`. Hence it follows that L(nW ) has a characteristic width

n;AT/m5A\v̄/bm@A\v̄/m, whereA\v̄/m is the width of the functionC0
2(nW ), and

a diffuse peak atn50. Isolines and the three-dimensional form of the distribution fu
tion ~17! near the transition point are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, whence the anisotropic
~at the center! and the isotropic part~at the periphery! are clearly seen.

Integrating expression~18! over the velocities, we obtain the relation~7!. This
confirms the correctness of the procedure performed.

We recall that Eqs.~7! and ~18! are applicable when, generally speaking, the c
tradictory conditionsum̄u!1, N(T/T0)3;1/b3@1 are satisfied. However, it is eviden
from Eq.~7! that for largeN;103, um̄u remains small all the way up to very large valu

FIG. 2. Isolines of the single-particle distribution function~17! near the transition point (N51000,
vx :vy :vz51:1:2A2, T51.16T0).
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of N(T/T0)3; for example,um̄u,0.1 up to values (T/T0)3,1210/N'1. This means that
the condensation proceeds as follows~see Fig. 1!. For (T/T0)3.1, um̄u.1 and Eqs.~14!
and ~15! give the standard Maxwellian distribution. As the temperature decreases,
densation starts when 1/N,(T/T0)3,1 ~Eq. ~18!!. The number of condensed particle
with, generally speaking, an anisotropic distribution functionC0

2(nW ) equals
N(12(T/T0)3), while N(T/T0)3 particles are in the ordinary fraction with a wide di
tribution. This process lasts, for example, down toN(T/T0)3510, when there areN210
particles in the condensed fraction. As the temperature decreases further,N(T/T0)3<1,
in accordance with Eq.~5! condensation accelerates and all particles drop into the lo
oscillator level with distribution functionC0

2(nW ).

Expressing the temperatureT0 in terms of the volumeV occupied by the gas
mv2x2;T0 , V;x3; 1/v3 (T0/m)3/2, we find that to within a numerical factorT0 equals
the temperatureT0 for a gas of free particles.9
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